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CAEDE / Gion Yasaka Shop
440 Bentencho, Shimokawaradouri,
Higashiyamaku, Kyoto, JAPAN
open; 10:00-18:00
tel: +81-75-533-7121
www.caede-kyoto.com
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With this map, you are the
master of Kyoto geography!
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HOW TO RIDE KYOTO CITY BUS
HOW TO

RIDE

BOARD FROM THE REAR

HOW TO

PAY

Passengers board the bus from the door at the
rear and exit from the front door.

PAY WHEN YOU GET OFF

Front door

Pay the fare when getting off. Please pay with exact
change, as the payment machine does not give
change. Please change bills and coins beforehand
using the money-changing machine.

Rear door

Acceptable forms of payment

HOW TO

GET OFF

PUSH THE BUTTON TO SIGNAL
Press the “get off” button located inside the bus
when your stop is next.

・Cash

・Trafﬁca Kyoto Card

・IC cards

・Surutto Kansai Miyako Card

・Kyoto City Bus &
・Various discount tickets
Kyoto Bus One-Day Pass

PASSES & DISCOUNTS
You can buy these tickets at any city bus and subway information oﬃce or ticket oﬃce.

KYOTO CITY BUS & KYOTO BUS 1-DAY PASS
For unlimited travel within the Flat-Fare Zone of Kyoto City Bus & Kyoto Bus:

¥500

*Children:Half-price

Also Valid in the Arashiyama Area

If you plan to use a Kyoto City Bus and Kyoto Bus more than three times a day, we recommend the
1-day Pass. An extra fare is charged if your stop is outside the short distance routes, such as Takao,
Katsura, or Ohara. Bring this pass with you to get a special discount off entrance fees to Gion Corner,
Toei Kyoto Studio Park, and more.

KYOTO SIGHTSEEING 1 & 2-DAY PASS

1-day Pass : ¥ 1,200 / 2-day Pass : ¥ 2,000

*Children:Half-price

The 1 & 2-day Pass gives passengers unlimited access to Kyoto City Bus, Kyoto City Subway, and
Kyoto Bus services for the valid period. The pass comes with a city map with coupons. The pass is
nonrefundable if you lose it.

FIRST RIDE
Please insert the ticket into the machine next to the driver.
Please insert the ticket in the ticket gate located in the station.

NEXT RIDE
Simply show the pass with the date to the driver.
Same as ﬁrst ride.

KYOTO CITY SUBWAY 1-DAY PASS

1-day Pass: ¥600

*Children:Half-price

Kyoto City Subway 1-day Pass gives passengers unlimited access to Kyoto City Subway for one day.
Present the pass to receive discounts off entrance fees to other Kyoto sites, including NIJO-JO Castle,
Kyoto International Manga Museum, Gion Corner, and Toei Kyoto Studio Park.
*Children 6-12 years old are half-price. Children under 6 accompanied by a guardian are free.
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KYOTO AREA RAILWAY INFORMATION

宇治

Uji
宇治

Nara Line
JR奈良線

ACCESSS f rom K A NSA I A I R PORT
Approx

75min by JR Kansai Airport Express HARUKA
JR特急はるか 約75分

Kansai airport
関西空港駅

Kyoto

Osaka

京都駅

大阪駅

Approx 70min by
JR Kansai Airport Rapid Service
JR関空快速 約70分

Approx 30min by
JR Special Rapid Service

JR

Kintetsu Railway

JR

近鉄電車

Hankyu Railway

Eizan Railway

阪急電鉄

叡山電車

Keihan Railway

Randen Railway

京阪電車

嵐電

Kyoto City Subway

Eizan Cable-Car
Eizan Rope-Way

市営地下鉄

叡山ケーブル・ロープウェイ

JR新快速 約30分
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ATMs AT 7-ELEVEN STORES
You can use overseas ATM cards and credit

Cash cards, credit cards, and other cards issued overseas

cards to withdraw Japanese yen from ATM

with the following marks can be used to

machines located inside 7-Eleven stores. ATM

withdraw Japanese yen at Seven Bank ATMs.

instructions are available in the following

Card Name

languages: English, Korean, Chinese (Simplified Chinese), and Portuguese (with plans to
extend to twelve languages from December
2015). The following cards are accepted.

Note
The language selection screen appears upon inserting
a card issued overseas.

When you see this icon

Mark

Services

Service Hours

Visa

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:00 to 24:00

MasterCard

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:10 to 23:50

American
Express

Withdrawal

0:05 to 23:50

JCB

Withdrawal

0:10 to 23:50

China
Union Pay

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:10 to 23:50

Discover

Withdrawal

0:10 to 23:50

Diners Club

Withdrawal

0:05 to 23:55

Notes
1 . The company that issued the card may apply a service fee.
2 . There are some cards with the same symbols that cannot be used.

on a map, it indicates a 7-Eleven that has an ATM.

Wi-Fi
Free Wi-Fi with One App!
“TRAVEL JAPAN Wi-Fi” is a convenient smartphone application that can be used all across
Japan. There are over 200,000 access points in the country, and the application also includes a
function that provides you with local recommendations based on your location.

Download app from website

Initial app setup

Using the app

Connecting to Wi-Fi

travel japan wiﬁ
http://wi2.co.jp/tjw/english.html
The device will now connect automatically to nearby hotspots. Access records can be viewed on the timeline screen.

KYOTO Wi-Fi
Kyoto city is pushing forward with further development and maintenance of the “Kyoto Wi-Fi” public wireless
network, in order to create an environment in which tourists and resident alike can conveniently connect to the
internet. Please read the following points and start surfi ng!

Open your internet browser on your PC or smartphone.

*When connecting to the internet at a bus stop or in the subway, you
will be asked to verify your log in details every 30min. Please note
that you cannot use the Wi-Fi at bus stops between 1am and 5am.

Accept the terms and conditions displayed on the login
screen and connect to the internet.

*As“KYOTO Wi-Fi”Wireless LAN is not encrypted, there is a risk that
communications may be intercepted. Please make sure that you are
not sharing personal or credit card information while connected.

In the Wi-Fi settings, please select KYOTO Wi-Fi.
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RESTAURANTS SPECIALIZING IN AGED BEEF

AGED BEEF YAKINIKU

POUND

熟成焼肉 听
JAPANESE WAGYU BEEF YAKINIKU
If you dine at AGED BEEF YAKINIKU POUND, you can’t miss out
on their thick-cut beef tongue and deeply-marinated short ribs.
Enjoy the rich taste
and texture of dryaged beef in Yakiniku
(Japanese BBQ) style
by grilling your own
cuts at the table. You
can enjoy a variety
of beef cuts, from the
affordable to the most
premium selection.

大宮店

MAP

OMIYA LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

P

35 A-4
3

Wi-Fi

京都駅前店

MAP

KYOTO STATION LOCATION

P

ENGLISH MENU

33
4

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-432-8896

TEL 075-708-8929

ADDRESS 京都市中京区壬生坊城町 1-6

1-6 Mibubojo-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市下京区七条通烏丸西入ル東境町 185-1
185-1 Higashisakai-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm, 5pm-12am CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm, 5pm-12am CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE

￥1,000

¥5,000 SMOKING Yes

AVERAGE

￥1,000

¥5,000

SMOKING Yes

Kobe beef is not available at this location.

ENJOY THE KOBE BEEF EXPERIENCE!
STEAK HOUSE

POUND

ステーキハウス 听
DRY-AGED BEEF STEAK
STEAK HOUSE POUND is one such
rare restaurant in Japan that
serves dry-aged beef. This popular restaurant has three locations
in Kyoto. Steaks are served by the
pound and cost ¥3,800 per pound.
You can specify the part and size
at the time of ordering. Here, you
can also enjoy the most scarce
value cuts of beef including bonein ribeye steak.

本店

MAP

ORIGINAL LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

35 B-4

P
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Wi-Fi

四条河原町店

MAP

SHIJO KAWARAMACHI LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

6

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-708-6110

TEL 075-746-2983

ADDRESS 京都市中京区夷川通烏丸西入ル巴町 85

ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通小橋西入ル真町 81
81 Shin-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

85 Tomoe-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm, 5pm-11:30pm

OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm, 5pm-12am

CLOSED Mon. (Next business day if Mon. is a public holiday)

CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE

￥1,000

¥4,000

SMOKING Designated area (5pm-11:30pm 2F only)

AVERAGE

￥1,000

37 D-3

P

¥4,000

SMOKING Designated area (5pm-11:30pm only)
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Just watching? You’ve got to experience

SUMMERs in KYOTO!
ൾଲৣҍǀ
Hozu-gawa River Boat Ride

T

he river flows gently in some places, and
there are places where the water rushes,
spraying water all over. The Hozu-gawa
River Boat Ride is where you can ride down the Hozu
River safely and in comfort due to the superb pole
work by the boatmen. Hozu River starts at Kameoka
in the Tamba area of Kyoto and flows through the
Hozu Valley to Arashiyama, and is another name
for Katsura River. It started to be called Hozu River
because of a town called Hozu-cho. The Hozu-gawa

12

River Boat Ride started around 1895, maneuvering
between large and small rocks that appear one after
another along the river. Until that time, Hozu River
was used for water transportation to carry goods
to Kyoto and Osaka. In 1606 Ryoui Suminokura, who
was called the “father of water transportation,”
developed the waterway to send Tamba goods like
wood, grain, charcoal and such to Kyoto. With the
opening of the railway in 1899 and development of
trucking transportation, water transportation kept

L

eave Kameoka City which is on the west
side of Kyoto City, and hop on the 2-hour,
16km journey to Arashiyama on the Hozu-gawa
River Boat Ride surrounded by nature. You
can enjoy the blossoming cherry trees in the
springtime, the changing color of the foliage
in autumn, the snow-covered scenery in the
winter and the fresh greenery of summer on
the boat voyage. Kyoto is not just temples and
shrines, so discover all of the charms of Kyoto!

Early Days of Water Transportation

New Start as Pleasure Boat
Carrying Passengers

being used for a while,
but slowly disappeared.
The Hozu-gawa River Boat
Ride has now shifted to become
a tourist boat ride, enjoying and appreciating the
beauty of the Hozu Valley.
You can take the JR train or a car to the pier to
ride on the Hozu-gawa River Boat Ride located in
Hozu-cho, Kameoka City, but riding on the Sagano
Torokko (trolley) Train is by far the best way to get

there. It takes about 25 minutes from Saga Torokko
Station to Kameoka Torokko Station. From there, use
the bus or the horse carriage to the Hozu-gawa River
Boat Ride Pier. You will arrive back in Arashiyama
while enjoying the leisurely river boat ride down
the Hozu River. This Hozu-gawa River Boat Ride
has been enjoyed by the Japanese Imperial Family,
Crown Prince of Romania, England's Prince of Wales
and other VIP of foreign countries. It will, we know,
be a memorable experience.
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SAOSASHI

BOATMEN WHO SUPPORTS
THE EXCITING
EXPERIENCE

pole pushing
Using poles against
the bottom of the
river to propel and
steer the boat

M

r. Morita, who entertains passengers
with his rhythmical talk peppered
with English words, is a veteran
boatman with 20 years of experience. He talked
with us about the special work of the 120
boatmen who row the Hozu River. “This job has
been handed down through the generations, the
fathers and the grandfathers were all boatmen,
some families have 5 generations of boatmen.
About 25 years ago they began publicly hiring
for boatmen positions and I applied for the
job, even though I had nothing to do with
it. Until then, the only people who became
boatmen were sons, brothers, relatives and
acquaintances of the boatmen themselves. You
could not work as a boatman unless you were
recommended by a boatman.” Even
now not everyone who wants to
become a boatman can become
one; the only people eligible
are those who live in Kameoka
City, Yagi-cho in Nantan City, or people who are
planning on moving there. “The reason for this
is because it is a job where nature is our constant partner. It is important for the boatmen to
be able to get there and start working as soon
as we can in the event of typhoons and heavy
rains that block the river routes. We watch over
the nature of Hozu River and live alongside
with what can be at times cruel nature”.
Mr. Morita’s workplace is the Hozu River. He
has been actively involved in environmental
conservation activities from about 15 years
ago. “We periodically gather trash and invite
other organizations. We gained the cooperation
of companies and public administration while
we continued our efforts to beautify the river”.
Even though Arashiyama is a touristic place,
it cannot be said that awareness towards the
environment is suﬃcient. The boatman must
provide safety and enjoyment during the boat
ride but must also spread the word on the environmental conservation of Hozu River as well.
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KAIHIKI
paddle pulling
Using a paddle to
advance the boat

KAJITORI
rudder
Decides on
which direction to
move the boat

BOATMAN
Takayoshi Morita
Became a boatman when he was 25
5
years of age. With physical strength
h
he gained from being a rugby
player and his bright personality,
he has become a young leader of
boatmen, endeared by others. He
also serves as the director of “NPO
Project Hozugawa” and pours his
passion in environmental activities.

D

uring the busy season in
spring and autumn, about
100 ships will operate in one
day. The boatmen go down the river,
then take a train back and repeat this
again and again, which require both
energy and stamina. Basically there
are 3 people in a team, one in charge of
kajitori (rudder operation), the other
in charge of kaihiki (paddling), and the
third one in charge of saosashi (pole
pushing). Depending on the level of
the river, 4-5 people may work on one
boat. “Teamwork is very important so
for one year we operate on the same
team to operate the boat. We want to
convey this unique Japanese culture of
boat rowing through narrow valleys”.

PASSION POURED IN CRAFTING A BOAT

A

simple boat that seats 30, with a total length of
12.2m, made from a base of reinforced plastic
used to shape the boat and a frame worked with
cedar trees. One boat takes about 45 to 50 working days to
complete and only 1 or 2 boats can be made in one year. Mr.
Yamauchi who works with the boat in a large workshop
used to be a boatman, but when the senior carpenter retired,
he became a carpenter himself. “Until about 1970, the boat
was made completely from wood but we now use reinforced
plastic, a much superior material. The thickness of the
boat bottom is only 1.3cm. It must be thin enough so it will
curve with strong water flow. If it is too thin, then it will
crack and the water will leak in. I use the best thickness and
angle to create the boat”. He listens to the boatmen and their
requests and creates the boats and paddles from scratch. Mr.
Yamauchi’s concentration is maintained by his wishes for
the boat to carry the riders to Arashiyama in safety.

SHIPWRIGHT
Hiroshi Yamauchi
Was born and grew up in Kameoka. Although he was
originally a boatman, he became a shipwright 8 years ago.
He observed the structure of the boats made by previous
shipwrights and almost self-taught himself the art of ship
building. His beloved dog, Gin-chan heals him through the
heat of the summer and the cold of the winter.
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MOVED BY THE MANY ATTRACTIONS
AND THE BOATMEN'S WARM HOSPITALITY

D

eryl, on a day blessed with fi ne weather,
challenged the Hozu-gawa River Boat Ride
for the first time. Deryl left Africa, where
he lived since he was a child and travelled all over
the world as a young adult before landing in Kyoto.
He operates an English Conversation School near
Arashiyama, and enjoys getting out of the busy city
during his days off. “I enjoy water sports such as
canoeing and fishing and have come to Hozu River
many times, but I have never experienced Hozu-gawa
River Boat Ride so am really looking
forward to it.”
Listening to the boatman Mr.
Morita's talk with a smile,
Deryl’s boat ride starts. The
creaking of paddles serves
as background music as the
boat glides smoothly on the
water. He encounters rocks that
look like lions and frogs, those with
“pole holes” made by poles being poked in the
same place over the centuries and rocks with rope
grooves from when the boats were pulled up the
river using manpower. These expose passengers
to the history of this river ride. If you are lucky,
you may see the Sagano Torokko Train and feel the
warmth of the passengers on the train who will
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wave back at you. “In the spring cherry trees bloom
and in the summer ayu (river fi sh) can be fi shed.
There are 2 billion 5 thousand year-old land formations that can be seen, and lovely ducks that can be
found… The scenery changed while riding the boat
and it was very enjoyable,” reflects Deryl.
What Deryl was impressed with, along with the
scenery was the hospitality of the boatmen. “Very
Japanese, you will not see such boatmen who will
row to suit the passenger anywhere else. You can
tell that the boatmen are really trying their best to
consider the enjoyment of the passengers”. Towards
the fi nal part of the river trip a boat store that sells
grilled squid, oden (simmered fi shcake and other
ingredients) and other products row to the side of
the boat. “The store sells sake, dango (rice cake ball
on skewer) and other stuff and is really interesting.
Kyoto always has an image of
temples but one becomes
bored viewing one temple
after another. I would
highly recommend
the Hozu-gawa River
Boat Ride to friends
and everyone because
it is full of many moving
moments.”
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Deryl Leigh Ward
Born in Zimbabwe, with British nationality. Spent his childhood
through adolescence in Africa. When he was about 18 years old,
he traveled around Europe, the United States, New Zealand and
other countries. In 1995, he came to Japan where he became an
instructor for elementary and junior high schools and is currently
operating an English conversation school near Arashiyama.

Hozu-gawa River Boat Ride
TEL 0771-22-5846

WEB http://hozugawakudari.jp/en/tickets-en/

PIER ADDRESS 京都府亀岡市保津町下中島 2

BOAT DEPARTURE TIME 9:00/10:00/11:00/12:00/13:00/14:00/15:30
*There may be extra boats operating if boats scheduled are ﬁlled to capacity
*Irregular operation on Sat. Sun. and public holidays
*Depending on the time period, the operating times may vary.
MAP
*Chartered boat ¥82,000 (up to 17 people)
P

2 Shimonakajima Hozu-cho, Kameoka-shi
ADMISSION Adults ¥4,100, Children (4-12 years old) ¥2,700
TIME REQUIRED About 2 hours
(duration changes with the amount of water)

19
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Access from Kyoto Station to the pier

12 min
JR
Kyoto
Station

12 min

JR
Saga-Arashiyama Station

JR Saga-Arashiyama Station /
Saga Torokko Station

23 min

8 min

JR
Kameoka Station

Kameoka
Torokko Station

8 min walk

15 min by Bus or

Hozu-gawa
River Boat
Ride Pier

25 min by Horse carriage
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VISIT YUNOHANA ONSEN
HOT SPRINGS

Kameoka

K

This ryokan, or Japanese-style hotel, offers
four rotenburo (open-air hot springs).
Experience all the riches that Tamba has
to offer with the hotel's day-trip plan.

ameoka City is an area surrounded by an
abundance of nature. Close to the city of Kyoto,
it is approximately 8 minutes by train from
JR Saga-Arashiyama station, making it perfect for a
sightseeing day trip. The YUNOHANA ONSEN hot springs
resort nestled in a serene mountain valley is also called
KYO-NO-OKUZASHIKI, the inner sanctuary of the
capital (Kyoto), where legend has it that the warriors in
the warring states period took the waters. Take a trip to
relax and rejuvenate in the onsen (hot springs).

Chosen as the 100 top Japanese
hotels and ryokan, Japanese-style
hotels, by travel professionals
four years running by The Ryoko
Shimbun newspaper.
Have fun with various plans,
including a combination of a
room and spa treatment.

松園荘
松園
荘 保津
保津川亭

MAP

SHOENSO HOZUGAWATEI

P
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TEL 0771-22-0903
ADDRESS 亀岡市薭田野町芦ノ山流田 1-4

1-4 Nagareda, Hiedanocho Ashinoyama, Kameoka-shi
WEB http://www.syoenso.com/

おもてなしの宿

渓山閣

MAP

OMOTENASHI-NO-YADO KEIZANKAKU
TEL 0771-22-0250 ADDRESS 亀岡市薭田野町佐伯下峠 20-6
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20-6 Shimotoge, Hiedanocho Saeki, Kameoka-shi
WEB http://www.keizankaku.com/

すみや亀峰菴

MAP

SUMIYA KIHO-AN

P

19
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TEL 0771-22-7722 ADDRESS 亀岡市薭田野町柿花宮ノ奥 25

25 Miyanooku, Hiedanocho Kakihana, Kameoka-shi
WEB http://www.sumiya.ne.jp/

Spend a luxurious time being
pampered while enjoying an
ambience similar to a retreat.

湯の花温泉 京YUNOHANA RESORT

翠泉

KYOTO YUNOHANA RESORT SUISEN

MAP

19

P
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TEL 0771-22-7575 ADDRESS 亀岡市薭田野町芦ノ山イノシリ 6-3

6-3 Inoshiri, Hiedanocho Ashinoyama, Kameoka-shi
WEB http://www.kyoto-suisen.com/

Vegetables picked straight from
the kitchen garden and served in
any of the restaurants are sure
to be a hit.

里山の休日

京都・烟河

HOTEL KYOTO

MAP

KEBURIKAWA

TEL 0771-26-2345 ADDRESS 亀岡市本梅町平松泥ケ渕 1-1

19

P
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1-1 Dorogabuchi, Hommecho Hiramatsu, Kameoka-shi
WEB http://www.oyadonet.com/keburikawa/

1

2

1. ANAOJI Temple, 21st Temple on Saikoku Kannon Pilgrimage 2. Kikyo-No-sato Bellﬂower Garden
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KAMEMARU KANKO RENTAL BICYCLE

R

ent a bicycle at any of four JR
stations (Kameoka, Umahori,
Namikawa, and Chiyokawa)
or the Torokko Kameoka Station, and
then return it at any of these locations
(not just the one you rented it from).
See the nature-rich sights of the streets
of Kameoka City while riding a bicycle.
In addition to standard bicycles suited
to the city, bicycles with electrical
assistance are also available. Support
in English and Chinese (Traditional
Chinese) is available. When renting a
bicycle, a pamphlet and cycling map
are provided.

Please refer to P37 for map legend.

IZUMO DAIJINGU Shrine
出雲大神宮

9

Sagano Romantic Train
嵯峨野トロッコ列車

E Kameoka Torokko Stn.
トロッコ亀岡駅

Kameoka Torokko Station
Tourist Information Center

D Chiyokawa Stn.

トロッコ亀岡駅観光案内所

t su
Riv

e

er
桂
川

9

Kameoka City
Tourist Information
Center
JR亀岡駅観光案内所

JR並河駅

372

P18

P17

9

10
P18

JR亀岡駅

ra

線

o Lin

峨野

P18

agan
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B Kameoka Stn.

C Namikawa Stn.

P18

11

Ka

JR嵯

Kikyo-No-Sato Bellflower Garden
ききょうの里

JR S

JR千代川駅

8

Hozu River
保津川

A Umahori Stn.

12

P18

ANAOJI Temple,
21st Temple on Saikoku Kannon Pilgrimage
西国三十三所 二十一番札所 穴太寺

TAMBA KAMEYAMA-JO-ATO
Castle Ruin

JR馬堀駅

丹波亀山城跡

423
9

RENTAL LOCATIONS
A

Parking area for bicycles, etc. in front of JR Umahori Station

B

Parking area for bicycles, etc. in front of JR Kameoka Station

C

Parking area for bicycles, etc. in front of JR Namikawa Station

C

Oicho Neighborhood Council (Closed Sat., Sun., and holidays) *Return only

D

Parking area for bicycles, etc. in front of JR Chiyokawa Station

E

Rental Bicycle Torokko Kameoka Station Store (Hours of operation are
9:30am-4pm only on days that the Sagano Torokko Train is running)

HOURS OF OPERATION 9am-4pm (Rentals up to 3pm)
FEES Bicycle with electronic assistance: ¥1,000/day, Standard bicycle: ¥500/day

*If the return date is exceeded, an additional fee equal to a day's rental will be added.

3

4

5

3. TAMBA KAMEYAMA-JO-ATO Castle Ruin 4. IZUMO DAIJINGU Shrine 5. Kameoka sightseeing mascot character Akechi Kamemaru
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WHY PEOPLE IN KYOTO
H

ozu River and Katsura River are the two rivers ﬂowing
into Arashiyama. Kamogawa is a relaxing spot. Kibune
River is the river to visit to forget the hustle and bustle
of the city. There are many rivers in the city of Kyoto and
the rivers have blended into the lifestyle of the people of
Kyoto. Here we will explore the attractions of the rivers.

P

eople of Kyoto love rivers. The Kamogawa
(Kamo River), which runs through the
city from the north to the south, and the
riverbanks of Katsura River, which runs through
Arashiyama, are maintained as parks and on sunny
days many people spend time enjoying it, strolling
through the green river banks.
Summer is when the rivers show off their attraction
to the fullest. Kyoto is located in a basin and is said
to be especially hot and humid during the summer.
One of the Kyoto summer traditions is the kawayuka

or kawadoko meaning river bed. The restaurants
lined along the riverbank of Kamogawa and Kibune
River erect a shougi or terrace on the river itself and
offer dining. Ms. Katsuko Uno, who operates a Thai
restaurant on a terrace over the Kamogawa, says “I
think it is a wonderful and clever idea for cool off.
These terraces were already in existence during
the Edo Period. Now the terrace is quite high off
the river but back when it started I hear it was only
slightly higher than the river itself.”

Samarn Suksila / Katsuko Uno
Thailand restaurant BUSSARAKAN located in a
regal kyomachiya (Kyoto-style townhouse) overlooking the Kamogawa is operated by Ms. Katsuko
Uno and the chef Samam Suksila. Authentic Thai
cuisine is arranged to suit the Japanese palate.
The many dishes using Kyoto ingredients such as
kyo-yasai (Kyoto vegetables) are very highly rated.
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MAP

佛沙羅館
BUSSARAKAN

37 D-4

P
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TEL 075-361-4535
ADDRESS 京都市下京区美濃屋町 173-1
173-1 Minoya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

LOVE RIVERS?

MANNERS on the KAWAYUKA

(or KAWADOKO)

TERRACE

Kawayuka or Kawadoko is a limited time offering available only in the Kyoto summer. Many people,
including the locals, gather to cool themselves off. Because the space is open and shared, make sure to
enjoy the experience while minding your manners.
Make sure to make
reservations early. Seating
along the river is very
popular, and there are
even stores that will not
accept reservations.
Kawayuka or kawadoko
are the same as a tatami
room. Be careful not to
disturb people around
you by talking too loudly.

Reservations

There is no defi ned
dress code but do try
to avoid wearing fl ipflops and anything too
casual.

Last minute cancellations because of rain is
a no-no. The stores will
have prepared seating
indoors, so be reassured
you can get a seat.
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RELAX ENCOMPASSED BY NATURE

KIBUNE

A

fter 30 minutes of swaying on a train from
the city of Kyoto, you arrive. Kibune, where
KIFUNE-JINJA Shrine is located, is known for
being auspicious for matchmaking and also as the back
parlor of Kyoto along with its chic, calm and natural
environs. The outside terraces called “river beds” or
kawadoko of the Kibune River (Kibunegawa) which flows
through this valley, attracts visitors during the summer
period. They hang just over the river, so you can almost
dip your feet in. The temperature at the vicinity
of the Kibune River is lower than in the
city, and it is even cooler over the river.
Because the temperature here may be
10°C lower than the city, make sure
to bring something with you that
you can wear against the sudden
chill. Relax away from the noise of
the city, listening to the background
sounds offered by the river, the wind
flowing through the trees, and enjoy the
regional dishes such as local river fi sh.

Kifune-jinja
Shrine

Kawadoko
Area

ay
i lw i n e
Ra a L
n
za am
Ei u r
K

Kibuneguchi
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LIGHT REFLECTING OFF THE RIVER

KAMOGAWA RIVER

Keihan Railway

T

Nijo St.

Oike St.
Kyoto Shiyakusho-mae
Sa
o
nj

Kyoto City Subway
Tozai Line

an
ih
Ke Sanjo

Sanjo St.

Kawaramachi

hijo

Shijo St.

Gion -s

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

Kamo River

Kawayuka
Area

Kawaramachi St.

he Kamogawa (Kamo River) that flows through the
city has been loved by the people of Kyoto from ages
ago. In the summer, its banks overflow with people
seeking a cool spot in the river breeze. Along the Kamogawa,
outside terraces called “river beds” or kawayuka are erected
during the summer. The restaurants along the Kamogawa, from
Gojo-dori street in the south to the Nijo-dori street to the north,
erect kawayuka along the river. About 100 stores erect these
kawayuka. Many are Japanese cuisine restaurants but there
has been a recent increase in the variety of genres offered and
there are stores and bars that also provide tables
and chairs (instead of sitting on the floor) as
well. These kawayuka are available from
May to the end of September, and even
though one can eat at these kawayuka
during the day, we highly recommend
the evening hours. The warm and
dreamy lights lining the Kamogawa
are one of the must-see places of Kyoto
during the summer. Enjoy a good meal
while cooling off in the evening breeze.

Matsubara St.

Gojo

St.
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A CULTURAL
PROPERTY TURNED
RESTAURANT
A restaurant in a renovated 140-year-old
building registered as a tangible cultural
property. At its kawayuka, a terrace only
available from May
to September, you
can enjoy French
cuisine created using
Kyoto ingredients
and supervised by
a chef who gained
experience in
Grand Maison in
Switzerland.

鮒鶴 京都鴨川リゾート

MAP

FUNATSURU KYOTO KAMOGAWA RESORT

37 D-4

P
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-351-8541
ADDRESS 京都市下京区木屋町通松原上ル美濃屋町 180
180 Minoya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
CLOSED Tue. WEB http://www.funatsuru.com/restaurant/

Kawayuka Information
OPEN 11:30am-2pm, 5:30pm-10pm
*Lunch is only oﬀered in May and Sep.
*Dinner available in two time slots; 1st slot from 5:30pm, 2nd slot from 8pm
PRICE
Starting at ¥3,000
Starting at ¥8,500
*8% tax and 10% service charge not included
SMOKING No (Designated area)

Show your copy of “Why KYOTO?” to receive

10% OFF of your restaurant bill.
(valid until Friday Sep. 30)

ADDICTIVE SPICINESS
& RICH TASTE
We have vegan items using vegetables locally harvested in Kyoto. The hamburger patty made from soy
bean and konnyaku* resembles the real thing!
*Jelly-like food made from the starch of elephant foot yam

カフェ

マツオントコ

Cafe MATSUONTOKO

MAP
P

36 C-3

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-251-1876

赤から 京都烏丸三条堺町店
AKAKARA
KYOTO KARASUMA SANJO SAKAIMACHI LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

MAP
P

ADDRESS 京都市中京区新京極通四条上ル中之町 538-6

TEL 075-241-1185

538-6 Nakano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市中京区三条通堺町東入ル
桝屋町 67 NEOS三条
NEOS Sanjo, 67 Masuya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11am-11pm (Last order: 10pm) *Lunch: 11am-5pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays
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This restaurant is famous for their unique Japanese
hot pot called Aka-Kara (literally means “red and
spicy”. It features broth made from Nagoya miso
paste and red togarashi (Japanese chili pepper).
In addition, vegetables such as Chinese cabbage,
Tsukune meatballs, and beef/pork offal can be
found in the hot pot, and you can choose the spice
level. Finish your meal with delicious cheese risotto
or ramen with the remaining broth. More than 60
kinds of drinks are served together with the dishes.

SMOKING No

OPEN 4pm-12am (Last order: 11pm)

WEB http://www.matsuontoko.net

CLOSED Open every day

36 B-2
17

AVERAGE ¥2,000 SMOKING Yes

KYOTO CUISINE
京料理

TAZURU

田鶴

Relax and experience elegant Kyoto cuisine, which uses
the freshest ingredients reflecting the individuality of
each of the four seasons, in the cheerful atmosphere
of the main dining room overlooking the Kamogawa
River. From May until September, you can experience
the kawayuka or “riverbed”, which is a charming
aspect of a summer in Kyoto. It is even possible to stay
here overnight. There are a variety of rooms, from a
Japanese-style room
where you can spread
a futon on tatami mats
to a Western-style room
equipped with a bed.
There is even a special
suite with a kitchen and
wine cellar.
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

MAP

37 D-4

P

TEL 075-341-3376
ADDRESS 京都市下京区木屋町通松原上ル美濃屋町 179-1
179-1 Minoya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
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CLOSED Irregular holidays WEB http://tazuru.com/

KAWAYUKA DATA
OPEN 11:30am-2pm, 4pm-9:30pm (Last order: 7:30pm)
*Open during lunch hours only in May and September
PRICE

from ¥5,837

from ¥9,936 SMOKING Yes

SENKAKU TAZURU ANNEX

KYO CAFE

仙鶴

京カフェ

Tazuru Annex

HITOKOE TANAKA

ひとこえ

多奈加

This cafe is a renovated machiya (Kyoto-style townhouse) located alongside the Takase river. You can enjoy
admiring the flow of the river and seasonal flowers on
the bright terrace. The menu features Japanese curry,
egg sandwiches, and zaru soba (cold buckwheat noodles
with a dipping sauce). Adjacent to the cafe, guest house
TAKASEAN will open soon (TEL. 075-341-3378).

Enjoy seats where you can stretch out your legs on a
kawayuka or “riverbed” while delighting in the summer
breeze. Order the Chef’s Choice Course, created using
seasonal ingredients such as Kyo-yasai (Kyoto vegetables) and sea eel. Savor the beautiful dinnerware and
artfully arranged platters fi lled with traditional Kyoto
cuisine from the superb main restaurant TAZURU and
experience this elegant food in a relaxed atmosphere.
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-341-7511
ADDRESS 京都市下京区木屋町通松原上ル美濃屋町 177

MAP

37 D-4

P

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi
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177 Minoya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
CLOSED Irregular holidays WEB http://sen-kaku.co.jp/

TEL 070-5664-2357
ADDRESS 京都市下京区西木屋町通松原上ル清水町 454
454 Shimizu-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

KAWAYUKA DATA

OPEN 11am-7pm

OPEN 5pm-10pm (Last order: 8:30pm)

CLOSED Thu.

*During lunch hours, reservations are required (May and September only)

SMOKING No

PRICE From ¥6,696 SMOKING Yes

WEB http://hitokoe.kyoto.jp/

MAP

37 D-4

P
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L

ocated approximately 1 km to the
north of the World Heritage site
KAMIGAMO JINJA Shrine. The AIC
AKITSUSHIMA KYOTO clubhouse stands
along the nature-rich Kamogawa River. When
you pass under the gate with its thatched
roof, you can continue on to the garden where
you can feel the Wabi-Sabi, the Japanese
aesthetic. The pure river flows between the
trees and the moss, as if a Japanese forest
had been transplanted, and the landscape
expands before you. The clubhouse appears
to be Western-style building, but its structure
is actually that of a Japanese house. Scattered
throughout each floor, including the main
dining room, bar and poolside area, are
furniture and artwork collected from all
over the world. The atmosphere is more like
a stately home than a restaurant. The garden
and interior blend into a warm "inviting"
space, where are made comfortable and
at home. A fusion of Japanese and Italian
cuisine based on French cooking are served
both in the afternoon and evening. Creative
cuisine using Kyoto ingredients, including
local Rakuhoku vegetables is introduced.
The mother company runs a high school in
Auckland, New Zealand, so in lieu of a service
fee, a 10% scholarship fee is required.

MK Bowl
AIC AKITSUSHIMA KYOTO

Golf course
Nishigamo-bashi
Bridge
Bus stop
Nishigamoshako-mae

AIC 秋津洲 京都

MAP
P

34 D-2

Ka m

AIC AKITSUSHIMA KYOTO
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ENGLISH MENU

iver

TEL 075-712-3303
ADDRESS 京都市北区上賀茂朝露ヶ原町 10-55 ／ 10-55 Kamigamo Asatsuyugahara-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto

Misono-bashi Bridge

OPEN 11:30am-3:30pm (Last order: 1:30pm), 6pm-10pm (Last order: 7pm)

Kamigamojinja Shrine

*Featuring piano and guitar performances
CLOSED Open every day *Some additional holidays PRICE

from ¥4,500

from ¥16,200

RESERVATION Required SMOKING No WEB http://www.aic-akitsushima.com/

ACCESS
Approx.

15 min by Subway

Approx.

15 min by Bus

Kitaoji Station

Approx.

5 min walk

Nishigamo Shako Mae

Kyoto
Station

*Free pickup for two or more people at KAMIGAMO JINJA Shrine
(Negotiable depending on reservation conditions)
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Approx.

AIC

25 min by Taxi

AKITSUSHIMA
Approx.

Kamigamo Jinja Shrine

15 min walk

KYOTO

T

GS TO D
O

H

IN

NIGHT LIFE
S

o you are going to sleep at the hotel
because you are tired from walking all
day? With a culture all its own as the old
capital of Japan, Kyoto has its own unique
way of hospitality (omotenashi) that is
different for the evening from the day. By
staying up just a bit later than usual, you will
be able to see this different face of Kyoto.

29

HOW TRAVELERS
HOW
TRAVELERS
E

Geiko
They are dressed in sedate and
subdued colored kimonos. Their
hairstyle is a wig. They give
off an adult charm honed with
years of dedication to their skill.

30

ven people who do not know about Maiko
will understand as soon as they hear the
word Geisha. Yes, these are the women who
paint their faces white, have distinctive hairstyles,
wear beautiful kimonos, and who sing and dance in
formal Japanese rooms. In Kyoto, Geisha are called
Geiko, and those young girls who are studying to
become Geiko are called Maiko. In the world of
the Geisha, which is shrinking as the number of
young women who want to develop these skills is
drastically decreasing all over Japan, Kyoto has 5
Kagai districts (Miyagawa-cho, Gion Kobu, Gion
Higashi, Ponto-cho, and Kamishichiken) where
about 60 Maiko and 170 Geiko live.
Even so, it is not simple for travelers to meet Geiko
or Maiko. That is because most tea houses in these
Kagai districts have a “fi rst-time customers refused”
tradition and do not allow customers off the streets
unless they are introduced by a regular customer.
This tradition of knowing what the customer likes
and professionally providing service that will allow
the customer to enjoy himself is one culture that
characterizes the Kagai in Kyoto.
But do not give up too fast! GION HATANAKA, a

CAN MEET
CAN
MEET MAIKO
MAIKO
Japanese cuisine inn, provides a special “Kyoto
Cuisine & Maiko Evening” event where travelers can
meet and communicate with Geiko and Maiko. With
the MC speaking in both Japanese and English, the
guests will enjoy traditional Kyoto cuisine and sake,
and enjoy the dance the Geiko and Maiko perform
along with the shamisen (traditional Japanese
three-stringed music instrument) music. After the
dance is fi nished, one can enjoy conversing with
these Maiko who speak in a distinctive Kyoto dialect,
or enjoy special games that the Geiko and Maiko will
play with you. It is also possible to take photographs,
something that is taboo if you see them on the street,
ensuring that you will have something to remember
your trip to Kyoto with.

Maiko
They are dressed in a Kimono
with long sleeves and a long
sash. Their hairstyle is natural
(not a wig) and they wear
seasonal ornaments in their
hair. Mainly they are under
the age of 20 and give off a
youthful charm.

京料理と舞妓の夕べ
Kyoto Cuisine & Maiko Evening
ENGLISH SPOKEN

Wi-Fi

MAP
P

50
22

TEL 075-541-5315 ／ 0120-041814
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 505（ぎおん畑中）／ (Gion Hatanaka) 505 Gion-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 6pm-8pm CLOSED Sun. Tue. Thu. PRICE ¥19,000 (Including meal and beverage)
SMOKING No WEB http://www.gionhatanaka.jp/maiko/english/about.html

Reservation required. We do not have vegetarian, gluten-free, or seafood-free menus.
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An authentic bar operated by a Buddhist
monk and a sommelier. The easy-going
master welcomes you in to this modern
space located in a renovated Kyoto-style
townhouse (kyomachiya) that is over 100
years old. Dedicated to all things Japanese,
this store offers a surprisingly wide range
of wines, whiskies and microbrewery
beers manufactured in Japan. Enjoy them
with Japanese cheese and Kyoto pickles.

京都

坊主BAR

KYOTO BOZU

BAR

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

MAP

35 B-4

P
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TEL 075-252-3160
ADDRESS 京都市中京区油小路通錦小路上ル山田町 526
526 Yamada-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 6pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)
CLOSED Sun. (Open if before public holiday)
AVERAGE ￥3,000
SMOKING No
WEB http://bozu-bar.jp/

BARS
in Kyoto
Atelier & café

みずたま

ENGLISH SPOKEN

MAP

37 D-2

MIZUTAMA

P
Wi-Fi

24

TEL 075-231-1318
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町三条下ル
東入ル石屋町 126
126 Ishiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 6pm-11pm (Last order: 10:30pm)
CLOSED Mon. (Open if public holiday, and

closed Tue.)
AVERAGE ￥1,000
SMOKING Yes (However only inside the

store in certain areas)
WEB http://www.sakebarjo-kyoto.com/

This store is stocked with many
Junmai sake from all over Japan.
Junmai sake is pure rice wine
made with rice and rice malt,
yeast and water. It is much richer
and darker than those fortified
with distilled alcohol protecting
its authentic sake taste. At
MIZUTAMA, the Tasting Set
(¥1,000), which offers samples of
4 types of sake from a selection
of 8 Junmai sake, is popular.
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In Japan, beer gardens are opened on
the roofs of department stores and
hotels during the summer. At the Hotel
New Hankyu Kyoto, located directly in
front of the JR Kyoto Station, you can
drink all you want of beer, sake, wine
and cocktails while dining on dishes
cooked up by the chefs. How about
having a fun time on the rooftop of the
hotel where you can view the whole of
the Kyoto Station? You have unlimited
time to eat and drink all you want in
June and September for only ¥3,800.
In July and August there is a 2 hour
restriction for ¥4,100.

阪急トップビアガーデン京都

MAP

33

（京都新阪急ホテル）

P

HANKYU TOP BEER GARDEN KYOTO

25

(HOTEL NEW HANKYU KYOTO)
ENGLISH SPOKEN
TEL 075-343-5300 (Beer garden reservations 12 pm-9pm)
ADDRESS 京都市下京区塩小路通新町東入ル東塩小路町 579（屋上）
(Rooftop) 579 Higashi-shiokoji-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
BEER GARDEN HOURS Until Sep. 30 (Fri.)
5:30pm-9:30pm (Fri. & Sat. in Jul. and Aug, until 10pm)
CLOSED Aug. 16 (Tue.)
AVERAGE ¥4,100
SMOKING Yes
WEB http://beergarden.hankyu-hotel.com/kyoto/

from the evening

P9

P39

31

4

Kyoto Yodobashi
京都ヨドバシ

P33

P33

25

26

MORE OPTIONS!

Takakura 高 倉 通

西洞院通

Shichijo 七 条 通

Higashinotoin 東 洞 院 通

東本願寺

Subway
Karasuma Line

地下鉄烏丸線

Higashi-Honganji Temple

Nishinotoin

Horikawa 堀 川 通

KYOTO
STATION
AREA

Aburanokoji 油 小 路 通

BEER
GARDEN

Rihga Royal Hotel Kyoto

キャンパスプラザ

リーガロイヤルホテル京都

Higashishiokoji Park
東塩小路公園

Porta

Mielparque Kyoto

京都駅前地下街 ポルタ

メルパルク京都

JR-Kyoto
Isetan Dept.

The CUBE
Bic Camera JR京都伊勢丹 京都駅ビル専門店街 Hotel Granvia Kyoto

ビックカメラ

ザ・キューブ

京都タワーホテル

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-343-9090 (Beer Garden
reservations from 10am-6pm)

Shiokoji 塩 小 路 通

Campus Plaza
Kyoto

26

KYOTO TOWER HOTEL

KyotoCentury Hotel

ホテルグランヴィア京都

京都センチュリーホテル

Kyoto Tourist Information Center
京都総合観光案内所

BEER GARDEN HOURS Until Sep. 30
(Fri.) 5:30pm-9pm（Last order: 8:30pm）
CLOSED Open during the season
*May be closed due to adverse weather
like rain or strong winds
PRICE Jun.: ¥3,800,
Jul., Aug. (Sun. to Thu.): ¥4,000,
Jul., Aug. (Fri. and Sat.): ¥4,300

KYOTO Stn.
京都駅

29

Foreign Friendly TAXI stand

Toji

東寺通

新・都ホテル

NEW MIYAKO HOTEL
ENGLISH MENU

ホテル京阪京都

TEL 075-661-7111
竹田街道

2

Hotel Keihan Kyoto

Takeda-kaido

P4

El Inn Kyoto
エルイン京都

烏丸通

P33

27

P38

Karasuma

27

Muromachi 室 町 通

Aburanokoji

イオンモール京都
近鉄京都線

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

Aeon Mall Kyoto

Shinmachi 新 町 通

油小路通

Hachijo 八 条 通

BEER GARDEN HOURS Until Sep.
24 (Sat.) 5:30pm-9pm（Last order:
8:45pm）
CLOSED Open during the season
PRICE ¥4,100, Sep. 11-24: ¥3,600

Please refer to P37 for map legend.
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3

2

1

阪急京都線

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

35

P40

西院駅

SAIIN Stn.

西院駅

SAI Stn.

今出川通

80

P63

Ichijo

京都府庁

Takeyamachi

Marutamachi

Sawaragicho

Shimodachiuri

一条通

竹屋町通

丸太町通

椹木町通

下立売通

出水通

Demizu

下長者町通

上長者町通

Kitaoji

上御霊神社

Kamigoryo Shrine

丸太町駅

MARUTAMACHI Stn.

京都御苑

北大路通

Keihan Railway Oto Line
神社丸太町駅

JINGU
MARUTAMACHI Stn.

梨木神社

Nashinoki Shrine

京都迎賓館

Kyoto Guest
Palace

Kyoto Gyoen
National Garden

京都御所

Kyoto Imperial
Palace

今出川駅

IMADEGAWA Stn.

相国寺

Shokokuji Temple

北大路駅

鞍馬口駅

中立売通

京都府立植物園

Kyoto Botanical
Garden

KITAOJI Stn.

KURAMAGUCHI Stn.

Kyoto Prefectural Office

Shimochojamachi

Kamichojamachi

Nakadachiuri

晴明神社

Seimei Shrine

西陣織会館

P62

77

本法寺

Honpoji Temple

Nishijin Textile Center

Imadegawa

妙蓮寺

Myorenji Temple

北大路通

75 P61

北山通

北山駅

Marutamachi

熊野神社

Kumano Shrine

京大病院

Kyoto University
Hospital

出町柳駅

DEMACHIYANAGI Stn.

下鴨神社

Shimogamo Shrine

松ヶ崎駅

元田中駅

Chionji Temple

丸太町通

聖護院

Shogoin Temple

京都大学

茶山駅

吉田神社

Yoshida Shrine

今出

真如堂

岡崎神社

Okazaki Shrine

金戒光明寺

Konkai Komyoji Temple

川通

御蔭通

36 P40

修学院駅

SHUGAKUIN Stn.

Shinnyo-do Temple

Kit aoji 北 大 路 通

一乗寺駅

D

上賀茂神社

Kamigamo Shrine

21 P28

上賀茂神社

Kamigamo Shrine

CENTRAL KYOTO

ICHIJOJI Stn.

CHAYAMA Stn.

Mikage

Imadegawa

知恩寺

北山通

MOTOTANAKA Stn.

Kyoto University

MATSUGASAKI Stn.

東大路通

KITAYAMA Stn.

Kitayama

白川通

嵐電嵐山線

Randen
Arashiyama Line

建勲神社

Kenkun Shrine

船岡山公園

Funaokayama Park

Kit aoji

大徳寺

Daitokuji Temple

今宮神社

Imamiya Shrine

Kitayama

地下鉄烏丸線

C

線

B

n
Eiz a

山本

A

大宮通

Shrine
Temple
Shopping arcade, Underground shopping arcade
Post office
Police station
Police box(Koban)
Seven Bank ATM(Please refer to P8)
￥1,000 Fine for smoking in prohibited areas
Smoking area
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Nishioji

Shirakaw

西大路通

川

堀川通

茂

Horikawa

R a il

R
r
ive

Subway
Karasuma Line

賀

Ri
霊鑑寺

Reikanji
Temple

安楽寺

Anrakuji
Temple

法然院

Honenin
Temple

銀閣寺

Ginkakuji
Temple

川

京阪鴨東線
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賀茂

Higashioji

Omiya
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船岡東通
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o
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賀
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Funaoka
Higashi
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四条通

54

JR Sagano Line

京都鉄道博物館
（4月29日オープン予定）

Kyoto Railway Museum

Shichijo

丹波口駅

二条城前駅

P9

3

OMIYA Stn.

五条通

高辻通

Takatsuji

五条駅

KYOTO P36-37

四条通

通

三十三間堂

o Line(Tok

sen Lin
線

hinkan
道新幹

aido S
JR東海

JR Tok

e

）

)
aido Line
海道本線
湖線（東
JR琵琶

JR Biwak

今熊野観音寺

C

智積院

清水寺

Kiyomizu-dera
Temple

Imakumano kannonji Temple

東福寺駅

八坂神社

Yasaka Shrine

Chishakuin Temple

妙法院

知恩院

Chionin Temple

京都市動物園

Kyoto City Zoo

HIGASHIYAMA P50

東山駅

Myohoin Temple

Sanjusangendo
Temple

七条通

豊国神社

Toyokuni Shrine

五条

建仁寺

Kenninji Temple

祇園四条駅

GION SHIJO Stn.

Shijo

三条駅

SANJO Stn.

京阪三条駅

Miyakomesse
みやこめっせ

HIGASHIYAMA Stn.

細見美術館

Hosomi Museum

KEIHAN SANJO Stn.

TOFUKUJI Stn.

Shichijo

七条駅

e

東寺駅

B

J

線
良
R奈

TOJI Stn.
Kujo

京都駅

KYOTO Stn.

京都タワー

Kyoto Tower

渉成園

Gojo

SHICHIJO Stn.

清水五条駅

KIYOMIZU
GOJO Stn.

河原町駅

KAWARAMACHI Stn.

Shosei-en Garden

万寿寺通

九条通

GOJO Stn.

Manjuji

Matsubara 松 原 通

仏光寺通

Bukkoji

Higashi Honganji Temple
東本願寺

四条通

Shijo

Ayanokoji 綾 小 路 通

烏丸駅

KARASUMA Stn.

KYOTO STATION AREA P33

西本願寺

Nishi Honganji Temple

四条駅

SHIJO Stn.

錦小路通

蛸薬師通

京都市役所前駅

DOWN TOWN
KYOTO
SHIYAKUSHO-MAE Stn.

L in

A

P61

76

P32

23

Takoyakushi

六角通

三条通

姉小路通

烏丸御池駅

KARASUMA
OIKE Stn.

二条通

ra

東寺

74

Rokkaku

P60

Sanjo

Aneyakoij

押小路通

30
Nijo

Ebisugawa 夷 川 通

JR
Na

Toji Temple

梅小路公園

Umekoji Park

京都水族館

Kyoto Aquarium

七条通

Gojo

四条大宮駅

SHIJO OMIYA Stn. 大宮駅

阪急京都線

Nishikikoji

三条会商店街

Sanjo-kai Shopping Arcade

Hankyu Railway Kyoto Line

TAMBAGUCHI Stn.

嵐電嵐山線

Randen
Arashiyama Line

Shijo

P48

二条駅

NIJO-JO MAE Stn.

堀川通

P39

Higashinotoin 東 洞 院 通

5

富小路通

千本通

Senbon

JR嵯峨野線

麩屋町通

NIJO Stn.

油小路通

寺町通

Oshikoji

Nishinotoin

Aburanokoji

御幸町通

Tominokoji
Fuyacho
Gokomachi
Teramachi

34

西洞院通

高倉通
Takakura
堺町通
Sakaimachi
Yanaginobanba 柳 馬 場 通

河原町通

Kawaramachi

P9

新町通

Shinmachi

烏丸通

Karasuma

Horikawa

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

本線

P40

近鉄京都線

K

鴨川

Kamo River

ay
ail w
eiha
nR
京阪

二条城

大宮通

Omiya

室町通

Muromachi

通
東大路

ioji
Higash

Nijo Castle

蹴上駅

KEAGE Stn.

金地院

D

永観堂

Eikando Temple

南禅寺

Nanzenji Temple

Konchiin Temple
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6
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Teramachi

寺町通

寺町専門店会商店街

P45

Teramachi Shopping Arcade

三条通

御幸町通

Sanjo

Gokomachi

姉小路通

麩屋町通

Aneyakoji

Fuyacho

Tominokoji

御池通

Subway Tozai Line

富小路通

柳馬場通

Yanaginobanba

Oike

堺町通

Sakaimachi

高倉通

Takakura

間之町通

Ainomachi

東洞院通

Higasinotoin

京都国際マンガミュージアム

車屋町通

Karasuma

Kyoto International Manga Museum

Kurumayacho

烏丸通

DOWN TOWN KYOTO

50

Ryogaemachi 両 替 町 通

Hotel Gimmond Kyoto

KARASUMAOIKE Stn.

ホテルギンモンド京都

烏丸御池駅

Kyoto Kaleidoscope Museum
京都万華鏡ミュージアム

The Museum of Kyoto
P10

京都文化博物館

Books OGAKI

7

NTT

大垣書店 烏丸三条店

Mitsui Garden Hotel
Kyoto Sanjo

17 P26
Yaoichi Honkan

ホテルモントレ京都

八百一本館

花かんざし

P63

79

三木半旅館

旅館こうろ

Rokkaku

P42

六角通

Seisho Jido Park

41

生祥児童公園

Wings Kyoto

P43

Takakura
ウィングス京都 Elementary
School

43

高倉小

Khaosan Kyoto Theater
カオサン京都シアター

P62

Misayama Park

Nishikikoji

地下鉄烏丸線

Subway Karasuma Line

御射山公園

P41

78
Takoyakushi

40

蛸薬師通

Hotel Check In
Shijokarasuma
ホテルチェックイン四条烏丸

P26

Nishiki Market 錦市場

錦小路通

51

Mikihan
Ryokan

P46-47

Books OGAKI

52

大垣書店 四条店

LAQUE
Shijo Karasuma
LAQUE
四条烏丸

Sumitomo Mitsui
Banking Corporation

池坊短大

COCON
KARASUMA

大丸

Books JUNKUDO

三井住友銀行

KARASUMA Stn.

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

烏丸駅

阪急京都線

Tokyu Hands
東急ハンズ

Ikenobo Junior College

Daimaru Dept. Store

Bank of
Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ

ジュンク堂書店 京都店

Shijo

四条通

49

Fujii Daimaru
Dept. Store

P45

藤井大丸

三菱東京UFJ銀行

P39

SHIJO Stn.
四条駅

Ayanokoji

Khaosan Kyoto Guest House

Karasuma Kyoto Hotel

カオサン京都ゲストハウス

からすま京都ホテル

P40

37

P48

57

Shimogyo
Police Station
下京署

36

32

綾小路通

Bukkoji

仏光寺通

Takatsuji

高辻通

Bukkoji Temple
Hotel Nikko
Princess kyoto

佛光寺

ホテル日航
プリンセス京都

新京極商店街

六角堂

P46-47

42 P42
Matsui Bekkan
Hanakanzashi
松井別館
Ryokan Kohro

Rokkaku-do Temple

Hotel Monterey Kyoto

寺町京極商店街

三井ガーデンホテル
京都三条

P44

Teramachi Kyogoku Shopping Arcade

46

Shinkyogoku Shopping Arcade

室町通

衣棚通

Koromonotana

Muromachi

新町通

Shinmachi

地下鉄東西線

16

Shinyanaginobanba

KYOTO SHIYAKUSYO-MAE Stn.
京都市役所前駅

Zest Oike
河原町通

ゼスト御池

Honno-ji Temple
P48

53

Tenshoji Temple

Kawaramachi

本能寺

33 P39

Kyoto Royal
Hotel&Spa

Shrine
Temple
Shopping arcade, Underground shopping arcade
Post office
Police station
Police box(Koban)
Seven Bank ATM(Please refer to P8)
￥1,000 Fine for smoking in prohibited areas
Smoking area

新柳馬場通

京都ホテルオークラ

京都市役所

京阪鴨東線

Keihan Railway
Oto Line

45 P44

Kyoto Hotel Okura

Kyoto City Hall

京都ロイヤル
ホテル＆スパ

Sanjo

天性寺

三条通

SANJO KEIHAN Stn.
三条京阪駅

P32

24

三条商店街

KYOUEN
東大路通

Sanjo Arcade
MOVIX Kyoto
P41

39

SANJO Stn.
三条駅

Mina Kyoto

通

38

花見小路

ミーナ京都

KYOTO
TOURIST
INFORMATION
CENTER
OPA

P9

6

Hanamikoj

Kawabata

先斗町通

Pontocho

i

Kamo River
木屋町通

P44

Kiyamachi

56
47

川端通

鴨川

P41

P48

Higashi-oji

MOVIX京都

Pontocho Park
先斗町公園

Yoshimoto Gion Kagetsu
よしもと祇園花月

55 P48
48 P44

KAWARAMACHI Stn.
河原町駅

Shijo

四条通

Yasaka Shrine

Minamiza
Theater

Kyoto
MARUI
京都マルイ

八坂神社

28

南座

P38

Takashimaya Dept. Store
GION SHIJO Stn.

髙島屋

il wa
京阪
y
本線

祇園四条駅

a

Gion Kobu Kaburenjo

Ke i h

an R

祇園甲部歌舞練場

Kenninji Temple
建仁寺

P27

20

P26

15

P27

19

Yasui Konpiragu Shrine
安井金比羅宮

14 P20
18 P27
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ENJOY RICE COOKED ON A TRADITIONAL KAMADO
COMPLEMENTED BY TSUKEMONO

A

kamado is a stove-like device made from clay,
rock, or brick for cooking. A cauldron or pot
is place on top and cooked with fi re from
below. In the past, even Japanese households cooked
rice with this equipment. It takes time and effort, but
the kamado brings out the sweetness of the rice, plumps
it up, and makes it delicious. Try it with tsukemono,
Japan’s fermented fruits and vegetables, and tempura.
Originally, DOI was a popular tsukemonoya, or producer
of fermented foods, so in addition to the eating and
drinking space, you can also fi nd items for sale.
MENU
Shibatsuke-karage Platter

¥ 1,620

O-tsukemono Tempura Platter

¥ 1,620

Chicken and Egg Drop Soup Platter

¥ 1,512

Beef Sukiyaki Platter

¥ 2,754

KAMADO TAKITATE GOHAN

DOI

祇園店
GION LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

28

𡈽井

http://www.doishibazuke.co.jp/

京都駅八条口店

MAP

KYOTO STATION HACHIJO EXIT LOCATION

P

ENGLISH MENU

33
29

TEL 075-525-6117

TEL 075-634-8545

ADDRESS 京都東山区市四条通花見小路西入ル祇園町南側 572-1

ADDRESS 京都市下京区東塩小路高倉町 8-3 JR京都駅 ASTYロード内
ASTY Road, JR Kyoto Station, 8-3 Higashishiokoji-takakura-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

572-1 Minamigawa, Gion-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

38

MAP

37 E-3

P

竈炊き立てごはん 竃

OPEN 11am-9pm (Last order: 8pm)

OPEN 9am-10pm (Last order: 9:30pm)

CLOSED Open every day SMOKING No

CLOSED Open every day SMOKING No

ENJOY THE LIVE PERFORMANCE OF YAKITORI FIRE!
Yakitori (charcoal-grilled
chicken skewers) is one
of Japan’s favorite foods.
TSUJIYA uses fresh chicken
and organic vegetables from
local farmers. You can also
enjoy a variety of other options such as tofu, tempura,
and Japanese sake. Enjoy the
cozy atmosphere of Kyoto.

TSUJIYA

Kyoto Charcoal Grilled Skewers
WEB http://www.kyoto-tsujiya.com/

本店

MAP

35 B-4

ORIGINAL LOCATION

P

30

TEL 075-241-3719
ADDRESS 京都市中京区烏丸通二条上ル

蒔絵屋町 256 関広ビル B1F ／ Kanko Bldg.
B1F, 256 Makieya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

京都駅前店

MAP

KYOTO STATION LOCATION

P

33
31

TEL 075-365-8160
ADDRESS 京都市下京区塩小路通西洞院

西入ル北不動堂町 570-3 2F ／ 2F, 570-3
Kitafudodo-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

四条御幸町店

MAP

SHIJO GOKOMACHI LOCATION

P

36 C-3
32

TEL 075-371-5825
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通御幸町下ル

大寿町 400 ／ 400 Daizu-cho,
Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

GET YOUR FILL OF WAGYU STEAK!
Indulge in a French-style
Teppanyaki course. Our
courses start with French
hors d’oeuvres and fi nish
in style with a Japanese
Black Wagyu steak. We use
steaks that have matured
for two weeks to develop
its flavor. The meat being
grilled in front of your
eyes is also a splendid
performance!

鉄板焼きステーキ

素福

TEPPANYAKI STEAK SO-FUKU
TEL 075-256-0333
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条上ル
上大阪町 521 京都エンパイヤビル 8F
Empire Bldg. 8F, 521 Kamiosaka-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-11pm (Last order: 9pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥12,000
SMOKING No

MAP
P

37 D-1
33

39

GENUINE KOREAN FOOD & KUROGE-WAGYU
BLACK BEEF AT REASONABLE PRICES

Established
in

1965

YAKINIKU DAISEN

Enjoy yakiniku - the absolute fi nest, raised-in-Japan kurogewagyu black beef grilled over charcoal. A famous Japanese
interior designer was commissioned to create the restaurant's
unique wall art. Encased in a Korean-style celadon, the
artwork is a beautiful representation of the Kyoto townscape
and serves to create a truly magical atmosphere.

The interior features exquisite latticework wrapped in the
fi nest Kyoto kimono material - a novel sight that never gets
old! The walls are decorated with carefully carved Korean
characters to create an elegant, magical atmosphere. A truly
wonderful place to try charcoal-grilled kuroge-wagyu black
beef, raised-in-Japan and of the highest grade!

本店

西院店

MAP

ORIGINAL LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

P

35 A-4
34

Wi-Fi

MAP

SAIIN LOCATION

35

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-802-4345

TEL 075-313-0025

ADDRESS 京都市中京区御前通御池東入ル西ノ京船塚町16-9

ADDRESS 京都市右京区綾小路通西大路東入ル三蔵町32-6
32-6 Sanzo-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

16-9 Nishinokyo-funazuka-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm) CLOSED Thu.
AVERAGE ¥5,000

OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)
*Fri. Sat. 5pm-1am (Last order: 12am)

SMOKING Yes

CLOSED Thu. (unless public holiday) AVERAGE ¥5,000

WEB http://www.yakinikudaisen.com/

SMOKING Yes WEB http://www.yakinikudaisen.com/

MINAMIYA WAGYUDO

Enjoy genuine raised-in-Japan kuroge-wagyu black beef
yakiniku grilled over charcoal just a stone’s throw from
the World Heritage listed KAMIGAMO-JINJA Shrine. The
restaurant is stylish yet maintains a relaxed and casual
atmosphere. With a wide variety of Korean dishes and
sake, a fantastic experience awaits.

南屋和牛堂
ENGLISH MENU

MAP
Wi-Fi

34 D-1

P

36
TEL 075-495-1020
ADDRESS 京都市北区大宮東総門口町38-2 １F

1F, 38-2 Omiyahigashi-somonguchi-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto

MINAMIYA
KANKOKU SHOKUDO

Enjoy guilt-free nutritious Korean cuisine in a beautifully
renovated machiya (traditional tradesman’s house). The
popular headliners on the menu include samgyeopsal thickly cut pork grilled with vegetables - and Korean hot
pot with its characteristic spicy broth.

南屋韓国食堂
ENGLISH MENU

MAP

36 A-4

P

37
TEL 075-748-1664
ADDRESS 京都市下京区仏光寺通室町東入ル釘隠町234
234 Kugikakushi-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

AVERAGE ¥4,300 SMOKING Yes

OPEN 5:30pm-11:30pm (Last order: 10:30pm) *Fri., Sat., days before
public holidays 5:30pm-12am (Last order: 11pm) *Lunch 11:30am-2pm
(Last order: 1:30pm ／ Closed Sat., Sun. and public holidays)

WEB http://www.minamico.com/

CLOSED Mon. (unless public holiday)

OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm) CLOSED Irregular holidays

AVERAGE ¥3,400 SMOKING Yes

40

34 A-3

P

CHEF'S CHOICE
COURSE

ISHIYAKI

¥ 250

Japanese black
beef, black pork,
and other foods
barbecued over
natural stones
from the foot
of Mount Fuji.
You can also
enjoy Kikuchi
rice – the rice
presented to the
emperor.

per skewer (kushi)

You can experience essential, seasonal Kyoto ingredients deep-fried on skewers. Your hosts fry up the
skewers while monitoring your eating progress and
keep the skewers coming until you tell them to stop
(8 skewers for ¥2,000 or 15 skewers for ¥3,750).
先斗町 ワインと串揚げ

こぱん

PONTO-CHO WINE & KUSHIAGE KOPAN

MAP

石焼

37 D-2

P

石庵 先斗町店

MAP

37 D-2

P

ENGLISH MENU

38

ENGLISH MENU

ISSIAN

39
TEL 075-254-8568

TEL 075-223-5678

ADDRESS 京都市中京区東木屋町三条下ル材木町 178-3
先斗町日高ビル 1F ／ Ponto-cho Hidaka Bldg. 1F, 178-3
Zaimoku-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条下ル材木町 180-1 1F
1F 180-1 Zaimoku-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5:30pm-11pm (Last order: 10pm)

OPEN 5:30pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)

CLOSED Open every day SMOKING Yes

CLOSED Open every day

WEB http://safari-inc.com/

AVERAGE ¥4,000 SMOKING Yes

Show your copy of “Why KYOTO?” to receive
Show your copy of “Why KYOTO?” to receive

14% OFF of your restaurant bill.

10% OFF of your restaurant bill.

*Up to ¥3,000

HEALTHY FOODS NOT CONTAINING
INGREDIENTS OF ANIMAL-ORIGIN

A CAFÉ OFFERING VARIETY OF
VEGETABLE DISHES

1

mumokuteki

Refraining from using ingredients of animal origin as best we
can, we produce variety of dishes primarily made of vegetables organically grown in our own farm located in North Kyoto. You can enjoy healthy foods without worrying about calories. In the same building on the fi rst floor there is a notions
counter selecting the goods on the theme, “Natural and Comfortable Living”. The shop very popular among local women.

mumokuteki
ADDRESS 京都市中京区御幸町通六角下ル伊勢屋町 351

351 Iseya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

2

3

MAP
P

36 C-2
40

goods&wears (1F/B1)
TEL 075-229-6996
OPEN 12pm-7pm *Sat., Sun., and public holidays: 11:30am-7:30pm

cafe&foods (2F)
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-213-7733
OPEN 11:30am-10pm (Last order: 9pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
PRICE from ¥1,000 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.mumokuteki.com/

1.Filling meal, yet very healthy hamburger made of Tofu bean curd. 2.Ramen
in pork bone-like soup made of soya milk, good to vegetarians too. 3.Fried
bean curd lees rich in dietary ﬁ ber yet low calories.

41

appetizing japanese beef steak
at traditional machiya house izakaya
POPULAR ITEM ON
LOCAL REVIEW SITE

SPIT ROASTING

from ¥ 200 (per skewer)

ORIGINAL APOLLO FRIED
DUMPLINGS (6 pieces)

¥ 450

TEMPURA ON SKEWERS
¥ 1,800 (for 10 skewers)
KUSHIKATSU, FRIED SKEWERS
from ¥ 120 (per skewer)

京アポロ六角

MAP

KYO APOLLO ROKKAKU

P

36 B-2
41

TEL 075-212-2233

Sashimi platter
¥1,300 (serves one)
Photo: ¥3,070 (serves three)

ADDRESS 京都市中京区六角通高倉西入ル滕屋町178

178 Chigiriya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-12am
（Food Last order: 11pm, Drink Last order: 11:30pm）
CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING Yes
WEB http://www.kyo-apollo.jp/

Sirloin steak 100g ¥2,500
POPULAR ITEM ON
LOCAL REVIEW SITE

Tempura platter
¥1,600

Special Japanese beef charcoal grilled
fi llet steak 100g
from ¥ 2,500

Special Japanese beef ﬁllet cutlet with
home made demi-glace sauce
120g ¥3,240

Fresh vegetable salad, made with local
Kyoto vegetables
¥ 890
Kyo-yasai* tempura platter

¥ 680

Japanese Gyoza Apollo original fried
Dumplings (6 pieces)
¥ 380
*Certiﬁ ed traditional vegetables locally harvested in Kyoto

アポロプラス
APOLLO PLUS

MAP
P

TEL 075-253-6605

36 B-2
42

ADDRESS 京都市中京区三条通堺町東入ル桝屋町67

NEOS 三条 2F・3F
NEOS Sanjo 2F/3F, 67 Masuya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-12am
（Food Last order: 11pm, Drink Last order: 11:30pm）
CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING Yes
WEB http://www.apollo-plus.net/

flavourful japanese beef & kyo-yasai *
at kyoto style izakaya
42

EVOLUTION OF
RAMEN NOODLES
Tsukemen (ramen dipped in soup) where the noodles
and soup are served separately is a style of ramen that
has evolved in Japan. Unlike other tsukemen noodle
shops, these noodles, made of stoneground whole
wheat, are said to be similar to buckwheat noodles and
have a rich wheat flavor. Dip these noodles in to the
superb soup. The rich soup clings to the noodle for a
delicious result. You can
choose hot (atsumori), or
cold (hiyamori) noodles.
Be sure to say which
one you want when you
place your order.
麺匠

たか松

MENSHO TAKAMATSU
ENGLISH MENU

MAP
P

36 B-2
43

TEL 075-252-8270
ADDRESS 京都市中京区蛸薬師通東洞院西入ル一蓮社町 312
312 Ichirensha-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-11pm (Last order: 10:45pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ￥800 SMOKING No

VEGGIE POTAGE
RAMEN
The soup is like a potage, mellow but with rich flavor.
Using rare pork cartilage from the rib area, chicken
bones, as well as 8 different kind of vegetables, it is
good to the last drop. The compatibility of the thick
potage-like soup and homemade noodles is absolutely
the best. Sprinkled over the top, Black Shichimi, crafted
by the renowned seasoning shop HARARYOUKAKU
and a popular gift, will
add a spicy taste to the
ramen.

無双心 祇園店

MAP

MUSOSHIN GION LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

P

50
44

TEL 075-551-0345
ADDRESS 京都市東山区大和大路通四条下ル小松町 558-2
558-2 Komatsu-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-12am
CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ￥800 SMOKING No

43

TOGIYA SEASONAL VEGETABLE CUISINE
Original vegetable dishes created with generous helpings of
seasonal vegetables. The owner
visits farms himself to select the
best, freshest local vegetables for
each dish. The salads and seiromushi bamboo steamer dishes
exhibit the essence of each vegetable and are popular with Japanese and non-Japanese alike.

Beer & Dining

ビアダイニング

イヤサカ

P
ENGLISH MENU

37 D-1

Wi-Fi

45

TEL 075-241-2788
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通御池上ル上樵木
町 496 アイル 竹 嶋 1F ／ Airu Takeshima 1F, 496
Kamikoriki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥3,500
SMOKING Yes
WEB http://togiya-dining.com/

MAP

36 A-2

P
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

46

TEL 075-256-5177
ADDRESS 京都市中京区三条通室町西入ル衣
棚町 59-2 2・3F／ 2F/3F, 59-2 Koromonotanacho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-11:30pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥3,000
SMOKING Yes
WEB http://www.iyasaka-dining.com/

BROOKLYN-STYLE BAR
This bar was inspired by the taverns of
Brooklyn. The restaurant’s menu board features
its time-consuming labor of love, half an
oven-roasted chicken. The juicy, melt-in-yourmouth breast meat
is seasoned for two
days in their original
marinade. Charcoal
grilled chicken and
Kyo-yasai (vegetables
indigenous to Kyoto)
dishes are also
recommended. Pair
with any of the 40
kinds of wine on
offer and enjoy!

ワイルドチキン

Grill&Bar WILD

MAP

十祇家

IYASAKA

Watch sports while
drinking beers of the
world. Bass Pale Ale
from England and other
foreign beers headline
a full menu with wine,
whiskey and Japanese
sake as well. Let’s make
some noise with the big
game on the big screen!

グリル＆バー

旬菜ダイニング

MARUYA

IZAKAYA
SHIJO KIYAMACHI LOCATION
You can enjoy delicious
Kyoto-style home cooking at reasonable prices.
MARUYA also has a
wide variety of refreshing drinks that will go
great with your meal.
Gyoza

¥ 480

Okonomiyaki

¥ 550

Kyoto-style Udon ¥ 500
Zarusoba

¥ 500

Kyoto-style
Deep-fried Tofu

¥ 530

Table Charge

¥ 300

居酒屋

CHICKEN

まるや 四条木屋町店

ENGLISH MENU

MENU WITH PHOTOS

MAP

37 D-3

P

48
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-241-0819

TEL 075-744-1378

MAP

ADDRESS 京都市中京区備前島町 309-1

309-1 Bizenjimacho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

37 D-2

P

OPEN 5pm-12am
CLOSED Open every day
PRICE Wine by the Glass from ¥410, Food from ¥540
SMOKING No

44

47

ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通四条上ル鍋屋町 223
223 Nabeya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-2am (Last order: 1am)
CLOSED Open every day SMOKING Yes

Saturdays are especially busy.
Please refrain from calling the restaurant directly.
At least one drink and one dish order per person please.

Welcome to

KYOTO TOKYU HANDS
TOKYU HANDS is a
shop that is fi lled with
all kinds of items,
including kitchen
supplies, beauty goods,
stationery, and bags,
offering visitors fun
discoveries and happy
surprises at every
turn. And you will also
fi nd good souvenirs.

1F

・Bags & Wallets
・Mobile Phone Accessories
・Travel Accessories

3F

・Kitchen
・Laundry
・Cleaning Supplies

2F

・Health & Beauty
・Bath & Relaxation
・Sleep Care

4F

・Stationery
・Design
・Crafts & Material

東急ハンズ 京都店

MAP
P

ENGLISH MENU

Near Daimaru Kyoto ／大丸京都店周辺店舗

36 B-3
49

TEL 075-254-3109
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通烏丸東入ル長刀鉾町 27
27 Naginataboko-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

Exceptionally: purchase after 8:00pm
Possible until 12:00pm of next day.

OPEN 10am-8:30pm CLOSED Irregular holidays WEB http://kyoto.tokyu-hands.co.jp/

DO
PLEASE

I know you do not
have Japanese hair.
You don't have to
cry anymore!
I will create a hair style for you that will maximize your
appeal. When I style your hair, all elements affecting
your hairstyle will be examined closely to find the cut
and style that is perfect for you!!

NOT

SMOKE
W

IT Y
YOTO C
ITHIN K

LIMITS!

¥1,000

fine

for smo
king in
pr
ohibited
areas

Current New York Stylist

HIRO OKADA at annabel yard salon
ENGLISH SPOKEN

Wi-Fi

TEL 090-5055-9988

MAP

36 C-1

P

ADDRESS 〒 604-0925 Kyoto Prefecture,
50
Kyoto, Nakagyo Ward, Kamihonnojimaecho, 485
Hiro Okada at Annabel Yard Salon (in Morris bld 3rd ﬂoor)
OPEN 10am-8pm CLOSED Monday & 1st, 3rd Tuesday
E-MAIL hironry@gmail.com WEB http://hirookada-ny.com/

The City of Kyoto has made it mandatory
not to smoke on the streets within the
city limits. The city has also established
"Public Non-smoking Areas" where street
smoking is strictly prohibited. Persons
smoking in a Public Non-smoking Area
will pay a ¥1,000 ﬁne.

45

UTANOKOJI

YOUR HUB for

2 LOCATIONS

SHINKYOGOKU

ENJOYING
KYOTO

MAP
P

TEL 075-221-0010

51

OPEN 11am-8pm (Excluding some stores) CLOSED Irregular holidays

TERAMACHI

MAP
P

TEL 075-211-5100

36 C-3

ADDRESS 京都市中京区寺町通錦小路下ル東大文字町292
292 Higashidaimonji-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

52

OPEN 11am-8pm (Varies according to the store) CLOSED Irregular holidays

Celebrating over
25 years since its
birth in L.A., this
symbolic street
culture brand
continues to be a
pioneer.

BLUE IN
GREEN is
a specialty
shop
handling
both imported and
domestic men's fashion and goods.

Specialty store
for VOLCOM,
the world’s
fi rst brand
in covering
skateboarding,
snowboarding
and surfi ng.

XLARGE KYOYO

Blue in Green

REGULATOR KYOTO

TEL 075-213-3056

TEL 075-254-3002

TEL 075-255-5955

WEB http://www.xlarge.jp/

WEB http://www.blueingreen.jp

WEB http://regulator.jp

®

36 C-2

ADDRESS 京都市中京区新京極通三条下ル桜之町407-1
407-1 Sakurano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

http://w w w.utanokoji.com

46

詩の小路

Offers the newest collection
from GAS, a
beautifully
detailed Italian
denim brand
famous all over
the world.

European reinterpretation of
Carhartt® workwear, a famous
brand loved by
Americans for
over 100 years.

A specialty
CD & record
shop dealing
in avant-garde
music including
experimental
music, sound art
and free jazz.

GAS KYOTO

Carhartt WIP by WHATZIS

parallax records

TEL 075-241-3715

TEL 075-213-3678

TEL 075-211-2543

WEB http://www.gasjeans.com

WEB http://whatzis.jp

WEB http://parallaxrecords.jp

®

A variety of
domestic and
imported
men’s brands
centered mainly
on streetwear
including caps
and hoodies.

Select shop
that stocks rare
sneakers as
well as items
from the brands
SUPREME, A
BATHING APE
and much more.

Dance
school specializing
in street
culture
where
Kyoto
people who love to dance converge.

PROOF

closet

FLY DANCE STUDIO

TEL 075-255-0007

TEL 075-744-1821

TEL 075-212-0888

WEB http://www.rakuten.ne.jp/gold/proof-webstore

WEB http://closet-ciy.com

WEB http://double-ﬂy.com

Clothing, sundries, accessories. Everything
in the store is at
a unique price of
¥390 (plus tax).

An original
T-shirt shop
themed on Zen
Buddhism. Japanese Calligraphy
and silk screen
workshops are
also available.

Popular shop
that provides
a lineup of creative Japanese
brands with
individuality,
leading the street
culture of Kyoto.

THANKYOU MART KYOTO SHINKYOGOKU

JAPO-RHYTHM

WHATZIS

TEL 075-221-2339

TEL 075-211-0439

TEL 075-213-3678

WEB http://www.390yen.jp

WEB http://www.japo-rhythm.jp/

WEB http://whatzis.jp

Collection
of Japanese
designer brands
loved by music
fans. Both new &
used are stocked
here.

Handles all types
of instruments,
guitars, drums,
keyboards, and
such. Japanese
made guitars and
basses are especially well stocked.

20 years have
passed since the
brand was born,
and the selection
of original Kyoto
brands just
keeps growing.

MAISON OTOGI

MUSIC LAND KEY

U.S. BOARDER -KIXX-

TEL 075-255-2225

TEL 075-254-7780

TEL 075-213-4630

WEB http://twitter.com/maisonotogi

WEB http://www.musicland.co.jp/store/kyoto

WEB http://www.usboarder.net

Relax with a
haircut and
head massage
set (¥4,980) or
makeup + hair
styling (¥5,980).

You can drop by
without bringing a
thing – making it a
hit with customers.
Quality kimono
rentals from
¥5,980. Hair styling
also available.

The engagement
and wedding
rings produced
are very Japanese
in design at this
long-established
jewelry store in
Kyoto.

GUICHES

KIMONO GUICHES

MIYABI flagship shop

TEL 075-241-7557

TEL 075-211-5565

TEL 075-241-3813

WEB http://guiches.co.jp

WEB http://guiches.co.jp

WEB http://miyabi.mu

Hold
lessons and
meetings
in the
center of
the city.
Rental
space available 24 hours.

One of the most
popular Nepalese
restaurants in
the center of
Kyoto. Any dish
can be made
vegetarian on
request.

FLY RENTAL STUDIO

YAK & YETI

Famous for its
shaved ice as
fluffy as fresh
fallen snow.
The flavorings
– matcha and
fruit – are also
healthy.

YUKINOHANA KYOTO TERAMACHI
ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-212-0888
WEB http://rental.double-ﬂy.com

TEL 075-213-7919

TEL 075-231-8755
WEB http://www.yukinohana-cafe.com
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CHIFAJA IS THE PLACE FOR
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT YAKINIKU!

C

HIFAJA GENUINE
YAKINIKU established the all-youcan-eat yakiniku grilled
meat culture in Kyoto. The
original location opened in
Kawaramachi Sanjo in the
heart of Kyoto 28 years ago,
and now there are 18 CHIFAJA restaurants throughout
Kyoto, Shiga, Osaka and even
Yamanashi. We offer three
all-you-can-eat yakiniku
options. The reasonably priced Light Option features 53
items and covers the basics (from ¥2,300 plus tax). We
recommend the CHIFAJA ro-su loin. The popular Standard
Option offers a satisfying lineup of 68 items (from ¥2,800
plus tax). This option features everything from super
kalbi ribs to aged rib roast
and white rice to fi nish off
the meal. The Excellent
Option is the best of all
(from ¥3,300 plus tax).
The black beef kalbi ribs
and extra special raisedin-Japan ro-su loin and

河原町本店
KAWARAMACHI
ORIGINAL LOCATION

MAP

37 D-1

P

53

harami skirt steak are
certain pleasers, and
only the Excellent
Option includes the
abundant side menu. Dessert is also all-you-can-eat, so
feel free to indulge! Each option starts at 90 minutes in
length, but we also offer 120-minute options for those
who like to enjoy yakiniku at a more relaxed pace. The
interior decoration is fancier than you may expect for
a yakiniku restaurant. Each restaurant exhibits unique
characteristics while capturing a Kyoto-like feel. CHIFAJA
is perfect for large groups and dates alike. The secret to
our popularity
is the way we
set the perfect
scene for any
type of outing.
Why not
enjoy genuine
yakiniku in a
decidedly Kyoto atmosphere
in one of the
most popular
yakiniku
restaurants?

二条店
NIJO
LOCATION

MAP
P

35 A-4
54

四条木屋町店
SHIJO KIYAMACHI
LOCATION

MAP
P

37 D-3
55

ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-255-7777

TEL 075-821-4129

TEL 075-252-4129

ADDRESS 京都市中京区河原町通三条上ル西側

ADDRESS 京都市中京区西ノ京栂尾町 1-6

下丸屋町 410-3 ユニティー河原町ビル 8F ／ Unity
Kawaramachi Bldg. 8F, 410-3 Shimomaruyacho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

Bivi 二条 1F ／ Bivi Nijo 1F, 1-6 Nishinokyotoganoo-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市中京区高瀬川筋四条上ル紙屋
町 674-2 ／ 674-2 Kamiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku,
Kyoto

OPEN 11am-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)

OPEN 11am-1am (Last order: 12am)

OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥4,320 SMOKING Yes

AVERAGE ¥4,320 SMOKING Yes

AVERAGE ¥4,320 SMOKING Yes

四条河原町店
SHIJO KAWARAMACHI
LOCATION
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MAP
P

37 D-2
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烏丸仏光寺店
KARASUMA
BUKKOJI LOCATION

MAP

36 A-4

P

57

ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-256-1129

TEL 075-371-1129

ADDRESS 京都市中京区山崎町 252-1 河原町

ADDRESS 京都市下京区仏光寺通室町東入ル

竹本ビル 1 〜 3F ／ Kawaramachi Takemoto Bldg.
1F-3F, 252-1 Yamazaki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

釘隠町 248-4 ／ 248-4 Kugikakushi-cho,
Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11am-1am (Last order: 12am)

OPEN 5pm-1am (Last order: 12:30am)

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥4,320 SMOKING Yes

AVERAGE ¥4,320 SMOKING Yes

CHIFAJA
GENUINE YAKINIKU

http://www.chifaja.com/
https://www.facebook.com/yakinikuChifaja.BBQ/
https://twitter.com/YakinikuChifaja

PLEASE RESPECT
THE MAIKOS’
PRIVACY
Maikos walking down kagai (geisha district) are in the middle of
their work. Shouting after them
and taking photos like paparazzi
is rude. Please don’t hold them up.

LAST MINUTE
RESTAURANT
CANCELLATIONS
When booking a table, the restaurant not only reserves seats but
also carefully prepares a series
of ingredients and fresh produce
in advance. Please don’t put this
effort to waste. You might be
charged a cancellation fee.

SHOES OFF
ON TATAMI

EAT UP!

To the Japanese the straw tatami
mat is a symbol of the traditional
Japanese tearoom and conveys
the image of cleanliness. When
entering a Japanese-style room,
please wear socks or stockings.

Finishing everything on your
plate is a sign of respect for the
food but also shows appreciation
for the person who prepared it.
Only order as much as you can
actually eat.

MANNERS

THROW YOUR
RUBBISH IN THE BIN
OR BRING IT HOME

IN KYOTO

To truly enjoy your holiday abroad,
it is important to familiarize yourself with some of the country’s basic
customs. This is particularly true for
Kyoto, a city that welcomes a great
number of foreign tourists every
year. It is important to respect the local laws and customs to ensure that
everyone can enjoy a trouble free
and pleasant stay. Please take note
of the signs posted in shrines and
temples so as to avoid doing or saying anything that may be considered
offensive. If you are unsure of something, a friendly English speaking
staff member is never too far away.

It is a custom in Japan to keep
public spaces as beautiful as
possible. Hence, the etiquette is
to bring all your rubbish home
with you. You may of course use
any public bins you come across
or ask a shop owner if you may
make use of their bin.

QUEUE-JUMPING
IS AN ABSOLUTE
NO-GO!

PARK YOUR
BICYCLE IN
DESIGNATED AREA

RED STOP!
RESPECT THE
TRAFFIC LIGHTS

Whether it is to pay respects at
the local shrine or entering a
shop, Japanese people will always
wait in line. If you arrive after
someone, make sure to join the
end of the queue, even if you are
in a hurry.

Please note that parking on
the footpath is illegal. Bicycles
parked on the footpath are considered a nuisance to pedestrians
and there is a high probability
that your bicycle will be towed
away by Kyoto City Services.

In order to prevent any accidents,
do not cross the street anywhere
else than on a zebra-crossing. It is
also forbidden to begin crossing
when the green light is fl ashing
and about to turn red.
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WHY IS THERE A LARGE BUDDHA
STATUE IN HIGASHIYAMA?

L

ook up towards the mountain from
the vicinity of KODAI-JI Temple
in Higashiyama and you will see a
white large Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara.
This Buddha statue is Ryozen Kannon, and
was built by a businessman to pray for
all the souls of the soldiers killed during
the Second World War and all the victims.
There also is a memorial hall to mourn all
the non-Japanese victims of the war.
It is 24m in height, and the face portion
is 6 meters. It was unveiled in 1955. You
can also go inside the Kannon statue,
where you will fi nd a gorgeous shumidan
(altar for a Buddhist image). The principle image of the shumidan is the Eleven
Faces Kannon Bodhisattva (normally not
displayed to the public). In addition, the
Mamori-honzon (guardian deities) of the
Chinese zodiac are also enshrined.
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京都マルイ
GION SHIJO Stn. Theater

髙島屋
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Yasaka Shrine

Kyoto MARUI
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Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line
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Ryozen Museum of History
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二寧坂

Rokuharamitsuji Temple
六波羅蜜寺
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Please refer to P37 for map legend.
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五条通

i- Oji

清水五条駅

Kiyomizuzaka Car park
清水坂観光 Sanneizaka
Higash

KIYOMIZU GOJO Stn.

駐車場

産寧坂

Higashiyama
Police Station
東山署

Kiyomizu-dera Temple
清水寺

TAKE A STROLL
THROUGH HIGASHIYAMA

I

f you are strolling through quaint
Higashiyama, very reminiscent of
Kyoto then you should do it in a
yukata (summer kimono). You can rent
one at YUME KYOTO close to YASAKA-JINJA Shrine. The very reasonable
prices start at ¥3,000 and include
dressing. We recommend making a
reservation in advance over the Internet.
After donning your beautiful yukata, you
are now ready to take a stroll.
How about udon (wheat noodles) for lunch? NADAIOMEN KODAI-JI
STORE, which is located very close to
KODAI-JI Temple, is where you can eat
homemade udon with their famous
soup. Their udon is made from 100%
domestically grown wheat. The udon
here has a reputation for its fragrance
and the pleasant texture when you
swallow it. They also have a la carte
dishes using Kyoto vegetables and
reasonable courses, so order whatever
you like.
When your appetite is satisfied, head to the Ryozen Kannon from
KODAI-JI Temple. The Precious wishing stone located in front of the
large Kannon is said to grant your wishes if you walk around the
stone 3 times while whispering your wishes and touching the stone.
To take a break, have some shaved ice at the GION
SHIMOGAWARA PAGE ONE close by KODAI-JI
Temple. The thinly shaved ice is topped with
sweet syrup, and is a summer treat. This
store is produced by MORITAHIMURO
MAIN STORE, an ice shop established
more than 100 years ago, and the fluffy
shaved ice with fresh fruit (from ¥600,
the freshly squeezed strawberry shown
in the photo is ¥950) is very popular.
The matcha parfait
(¥850) at the
confectionary shop
JUMONDO is also highly
recommended. It is garnished with matcha
jelly, matcha ice cream and sticky rice balls.
Enjoy the combination of bitter and sweet.
You'll defi nitely want to walk the cobblestone Hanamikoji when you
visit Higashiyama. Both sides of the street are lined with long established shops and teahouses and you
may be able to see Geiko and Maiko
(Geiko in training) hurry on their way
to the traditional Japanese parlors
when the sun goes down. The street is
fi lled with a very Kyoto atmosphere so
it is also famous as a photo spot.

レンタル着物 夢京都 祇園店
RENTAL KIMONO SHOP
YUME KYOTO GION
ENGLISH SPOKEN

MAP
P

50
58

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-561-9410
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町北側 300
ACROSS 八坂ビル 4F ／ ACROSS Yasaka Bldg 4F,
300 Gion-machi, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-8pm (Last admission: 6pm)
CLOSED Open every day
PRICE from ￥3,000 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.yumekyoto-kimono.com/english/index.html

名代おめん 高台寺店

MAP

NADAI OMEN KODAIJI STORE
ENGLISH SPOKEN

P

50
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-541-5007
ADDRESS 京都市東山区高台寺通下河原東入ル枡屋町358
358 Masuya-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-9pm (Last order: 8:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays

¥1,600

AVERAGE

¥1,800

SMOKING No
WEB http://www.omen.co.jp/index.html

霊山観音

MAP

RYOZEN KANNON

P
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TEL 075-561-2205
ADDRESS 京都市東山区高台寺下河原町526-2

526-2 Kodaiji Shimogawara-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8:40am-4:20pm (Last admission: 4pm)
ADMISSION ¥300 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.ryozen-kwannon.jp/indexE.html

祇園下河原

page one

GION SHIMOGAWARA PAGE

MAP

ONE

P

50
61

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-551-2882

ADDRESS 京都市東山区下河原町通八坂鳥居前下ル
上弁天町435-4 ／ 435-4 Kamibenten-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-12am, BAR: from 6pm
CLOSED Wed.
AVERAGE ￥700 SMOKING No (Bar Time is OK)
WEB http://www.pageone-gion.com/

十文堂

MAP

JUMONDO
ENGLISH MENU

P
Wi-Fi

50
62

TEL 075-525-3733
ADDRESS 京都市東山区玉水町76
76 Tamamizu-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-6pm
CLOSED Wed. Thu.
AVERAGE ￥750 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.jumondo.jp
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WHY DOES THE "TOROKKO TRAIN"
RUN THROUGH ARASHIYAMA?
Please refer to P37 for map legend.
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Hankyu Railway Arashiyama Line
阪急嵐山線

P56

T

he Hozu River (Hozugawa)
runs from Kameoka City,
located next to Kyoto City, to
Arashiyama. The “Torokko (trolley)
train” runs in the valley, along the
river. Torokko is the name of a small
trolley that carries goods. When the
track for the JR line close by was
being switched to a double track system, they renovated the now unused
track and made it into a tourist train.
The biggest attraction, of course, is
the beautiful nature seen changing
throughout the four seasons, but the
adorable classic art deco cars have
fans of their own. “Sagano No. 5 The
Rich” train is composed of 5 opentype cars. The cars have no windows
so you can enjoy feel the wind and
the sunshine directly. If you’re lucky
you may even be able to see the
Hozu-gawa River Boat Ride below.

EXPLORE ALL THE
ATTRACTIONS OF ARASHIYAMA

A

rashiyama is surrounded by rich nature. You can get to
Arashiyama from Kyoto Station directly but why not ride the
“Sagano Romantic Train (Torokko Train)” that offers beautiful
views of scenery through the valley to get to Arashiyama? Take the
San-in Main Line from Kyoto Station to JR Umahori Station, and walk
for about 10 minutes to the Kameoka Torokko Station. From there you
will be rocked on a nostalgic train for about 25 minutes. It will be a
special train journey offering a chance to enjoy the scent of the wind
and the feel of sunshine.
Get off one station before the end of the line at Arashiyama Torokko
Station. The bamboo forest path is famous as a photo spot. Use the
curved path as a subject for a fantastic shot full of atmosphere.
Take a little walk to arrive
at the Saga Torokko Station,
where you can take a break at
the COFFEE SHOP YAMAMOTO.
The juicy and tender Wagyu
cutlet sandwich (¥1,300) is just
perfect for lunch. Have it together with the house roasted
coffee (¥520) with depth and
rich flavor.
If you get a yearning for something sweet while exploring the area,
go to ARASHIYAMA OBUU at the foot of the
Togetsukyo bridge. They offer a range of
popular Kyoto-style menu items like matcha
tea (¥1,100) and hojicha (roasted green tea)
parfait (¥1,050). The Uji Kintoki (¥880), shaved
ice with matcha tea and sweet azuki beans,
are great for hot days. One of the attractions
of this store is that it is located on the second
floor so you can enjoy unobstructed views of
the scenery at Arashiyama.
% ARABICA KYOTO ARASHIYAMA is a coffee shop located along the
Katsura River, and has drawn much attention after opening in the
summer of 2015. At this store,
one can enjoy specialty coffee
from beans grown on their
own farm in Hawaii as well
as those imported from other
areas around the world. They
say that the world champion
of the latte art world stands
at the counter once a week
here. The world’s best coffee
and superb view
on the banks
of the Hozu
River. This
is the best
spot for the
end of your
exploration of
Arashiyama.

嵯峨野トロッコ列車

MAP

SAGANO ROMANTIC TRAIN

P

ENGLISH SPOKEN

52
63

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-861-7444 (Telephone service, Japanese only)
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺車道町（トロッコ
嵯峨駅）／ (Saga Torokko Station) Sagatenryuji
Kurumamichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 1 train per hour from 9am-4pm
CLOSED Wed. (Changes according to the season)
FARE Adult: ¥620, Children (ages 6-12): ¥310
SMOKING No
SALES LOCATIONS At Sagano Scenic Railway
ticket-window (excluding Hozukyo Station)
WEB https://www.sagano-kanko.co.jp/english.php

coffee shop

ヤマモト

COFFEE SHOP YAMAMOTO

MAP
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-871-4454

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺瀬戸川町9-7
9-7 Sagatenryuji Setogawa-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 7am-7pm
CLOSED 2nd and 4th Thu. of each month
PRICE from ￥280 SMOKING Yes

嵐山

おぶう

MAP

ARASHIYAMA OBUU

52

P
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-872-9022

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町37-17
新八茶屋2F ／ Shinpachichaya 2F, 37-17 Sagatenryuji
Tsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-7:30pm (Last order: 7pm) *Extended
hours during the spring and fall tourist seasons
CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ￥1,000

SMOKING No

アラビカ京都 嵐山

MAP

% ARABICA KYOTO ARASHIYAMA

P

ENGLISH MENU

52
66

TEL 075-748-0057
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町3-47
3-47 Sagatenryuji Susukinobaba-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8am-6pm CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ￥500 SMOKING Yes
WEB http://www.arabica.coﬀee/
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SPEND A BRIGHT SUMMER'S DAY
JUST MONKEYING AROUND

O

bserve and photograph Japanese macaques (also
called snow monkeys) in their natural habitat.
A convenient day trip while visiting Kyoto,
Arashiyama Monkey Park Iwatayama lets you view a troop
of wild monkeys as they feed, groom, and play.
The park is not a zoo. It is home to over a hundred monkeys
who journey from their nightly residence in the forest to
a hilltop feeding area during the day, affording them, and
you, a spectacular view of the city of Kyoto. It also offers
a window onto the primate's world. Each monkey has a
name, and its age and familial relationships are tracked,
providing valuable insight for primate researchers. Can
you identify your favorites from their photos decorating
the walls of the visitors hut?
Summer is beautiful with the fresh, greens of new growth.
It is also the season when the monkeys give birth,
providing you an opportunity to see their oh-so-adorable
babies. Hike the trail that leads from the park entrance
to the viewing area, where you can feed the monkeys by
hand. Fun for the whole family!

京都嵐山

モンキーパークいわたやま

ARASHIYAMA MONKEY

PARK IWATAYAMA

ENGLISH DISPLAY

MAP
P
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67
JR Sagano Line

TEL 075-872-0950
ADDRESS 京都市西京区嵐山元録山町8

8 Arashiyama Genrokuzan-cho, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Mar.15-Oct.31: 9am-5:30pm (Last admission: 5pm),
Nov.1-Mar.14: 9am-4:30pm (Last admission: 4pm)
*There may be occasions when the park will be closed early due to daylight hours.

Arashiyama

Oi River

Nakanoshima Park

A
ra
sh
am

Hankyu
Arashiyama
Line

a

Arashiyama Monkey Park
Iwatayama Entrance

iy

Child (4 yrs old to 15 yrs old) ¥250

Randen
Arashiyama-Line

Togetsukyo Bridge

CLOSED Open every day (Except in case of heavy rainfall or typhoon)
ADMISSION Adult (Over 15 yrs old) ¥550,

Saga-Arashiyama

Nonomiya-jinja
Shrine
Tenryuji Temple

SMOKING No *Speciﬁed smoking areas at the entrance and top of the mountain.
WEB http://monkeypark.jp

For everyone's enjoyment and safety, please observe the park rules.
Summer is also hot, so do not forget drinks, towels, and other items to beat the heat.
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■

ACCESS

■
■

5-minute walk from Hankyu Arashiyama Station.
5-minute walk from Randen Arashiyama Station.
15-minute walk from JR Saga Arashiyama Station.

SUMMER IS PERFECT FOR
REFRESHING UKAI IN ARASHIYAMA

U

kai is a traditional fi shing technique in which
skilled fi shermen called usho ride in boats
and manipulate cormorants (u) to capture fi sh.
During the Heian period (8th to 12th century), ukai was
a form of entertainment for the nobility. Even today,
you can enjoy this popular summer event of ukai in
Arashiyama, a location once treasured by the courtiers
of Kyoto.
After enjoying Kyoto
cuisine at TOGETSUTEI
ANNEX SHOFUKAKU, a
Japanese-style restaurant in Arashiyama
famous for their tofu
and located near the
TOGETSUKYO BRIDGE,

京都 嵐山温泉 渡月亭別館

you can experience fi rsthand ukai while riding on
a boat on the river. The
restaurant takes reservations, so make the most of
the summer in Kyoto by
trying a great pairing of
ukai and Kyoto cuisine.
AVAILABLE July 1 to September 23
(August 16 is one of the consecutive holidays)
HOURS July 1 to August 31 / 7pm, 8pm (twice daily)
September 1 to 23 / 6:30pm, 7:30pm (twice daily)
Boats are cancelled in inclement weather
(major rain, rising water levels, and strong winds)
FEES Boat: ¥1,800 for Adults ¥900 for children (ages 4 to 12)
*The boat is a shared ride.
Meal: ¥5,400 for Tofu Kaiseki, ¥3,888 for Kyo-no-Tamatebako

松風閣

SHOFUKAKU TOGETSUTEI BEKKAN ARASHIYAMA ONSEN KYOTO
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

MAP

52

P
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TEL 075-871-1310
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨中ノ島町官有地／ Kanyuchi, Saganakanoshima-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-2pm, 5pm-8pm *Sat. Sun. and public holidays from 11am-8pm (Last order: 7pm)
*Making reservations for Sat. and Sun. is recommended
CLOSED Open every day SMOKING No (Smoking room available) WEB http://kyoto-arashiyama.jp/

FREE DRINK

Show your copy of "Why Kyoto?" for a
when you order
the Tofu Kaiseki or Kyo-no-Tamatebako. The service provides one drink (Japanese sake)
per person or up to a maximum of ﬁve for large groups.
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NATURAL ONSEN, A SHORT TRIP
FROM KYOTO CITY CENTER

A

trip to onsen (hot
springs) is a must
for any visitor to Japan, but few travel packages
include onsen trips because
onsen towns are located far
away from big cities. The
solution is TENZAN-NO-YU AT
SAGANO ONSEN, a Japanese
onsen a quick trip from the
center of Kyoto – it’s actually
within Kyoto city limits. The
naturally hot water bubbles forth constantly, bringing the warmth of the earth
to the surface from 1,200 meters below. Bathing in such
fresh, hot water is certain to
melt away the stress of travel. Tenzan-no-yu features
outdoor baths, shallow baths
where you can lie down for
a rest, and themed baths for
children. The high number
of regulars speaks to the novel style of the various
baths. And after your onsen experience, why not enjoy

gourmet KYOTO DINING? We have a full menu that
includes sushi and tempura. We also offer a wealth
of spa treatments, from Korean body scrubs and Thai
massages to reflexology and other treatments to relax
the body and the mind. Bathers often fi nish off their
spa course with another dip in the onsen.

We are confident you will fi nd the relaxation you are
seeking at TENZAN-NO-YU AT SAGANO ONSEN. Include a daytime stop at an onsen in your Kyoto sightseeing itinerary!

BATHING RULES
・We refuse entry to people with tattoos or other body markings, or who appear to be intoxicated. If tattoos or drunkenness
is discovered after entry, offending customers will be escorted
from the premises.
・Please do not take pictures inside the facility.
・Please do not bring food or drinks into the facility.
・Do not use mobile phones inside the changing rooms or bath
areas.
・Please do not enter the baths
while wearing swimsuits or
underwear.

さがの温泉

ENTRY FEE
ADULT General
General member

¥ 1,050
¥ 950

Ages 4-12
Age 3 or younger

¥ 500
FREE

CHILD

RENTALS
Towel set
Indoor wear
Indoor wear + towel set

¥ 200
¥ 300
¥ 350

天山の湯

SAGANO ONSEN TENZAN

52

P
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TEL 075-882-4126
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨野宮ノ元町 55-4-7
55-4-7 Sagano Miyanomoto-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-1am (Last admission: 12am)
Food service 11am-11:30pm ／ Drink service 11am-12am
Spa treatment 11am-12:50am (Last admission: 12am)
Korean body scrub 11am-12:40am (Last admission: 12am)
CLOSED Every 3rd Mon. (Next business day if the 3rd Mon. is a public holiday)
WEB http://www.ndg.jp/tenzan/
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MAP

NO YU

MATCHMAKING AT
SAGANO IN KYOTO
THE TALE OF GENJI

"MIYABI" CHARM

ISHIKAWA BAMBOO SHOP is located in the natural beauty
of Arashiyama, Kyoto. Since 1935, our shop has specialized
in the best bamboo products. At the original location, there
are over 1,000 items on display. At the Shoryuen Shop, across
from our original location, you can watch artisans weaving
bamboo baskets and also partake in the experience.

The charm will be
mailed to you after
a special prayer has
been said (¥1,000
including shipping)

京都・嵐山

Accepting
special prayer for
matchmaking

いしかわ竹の店

KYOTO ARASHIYAMA ISHIKAWA

BAMBOO SHOP

ORIGINAL LOCATION
The Tale of Genji, The God of Love

Sagano Palace

NONOMIYA Shrine
嵯峨野の宮

MAP

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-861-0076

70

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 35
35 Tsukurimichi-cho, Saga tenryuji, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

野宮神社

京都市右京区嵯峨野宮町 1
1 Saganomiya-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

52
71

52

P

MAP
P

OPEN 10am-6pm (April-November)
11am-5pm (December-March)
CLOSED Open every day
WEB http://www.takenomise.com/index.html

TEL. 075-871-1972

SHORYUEN LOCATION

MAP

E-mail：kakeno@jinja.or.jp
http://www.nonomiya.com/

TEL 075-861-5580

P

Sagano Tour Starting Point: 5 min. walk from Arashiyama

ADDRESS Arashiyama Shoryuen 2F

52
72

(facing the original location)
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WHY NOT TRY
ON A CHIC
YUKATA?
Y

ukata is a casual kimono worn
during the summer. The cool
looking yukata is, of all the traditional
Japanese clothes, comparably easy to
wear so we recommend trying it out
when you visit Kyoto. It will make you
feel like you live in Kyoto.

T

oday yukata are enjoyed by being worn
for leisure purposes during the summer.
The history behind the yukata goes
back to the Heian Period (794 to 1185). The linen
kimono that the noble people used to wear when
bathing was called Yukatabira, which is said to
be the origin of the word yukata. Yukata became
popular among the common people during the
Edo Period (1603 to 1868). That was the period
when public baths became common among
the people and the yukata became common as
something to wear to relax after taking a bath.
The yukata also started to be made from cotton at
about this time. Therefore yukata are originally
something to wear after dark. Today, it has become
one of the modern summer fashion items.
“In Japan some refer to dressing up in a yukata
as making oneself ‘Mitate (resemble)’ something,
but I think it is fun to use the yukata and the
accessories to create a story” says deputy director
Yukiko Hattori of KAZUKO HATTORI KIMONO
SCHOOL. For example, say you have a navy
yukata. “The navy color can ‘Mitate (resemble)’
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Bag
Smaller purse or baskets look better than a
big handbag with a yukata. It is also handy
to use a furoshiki to carry valuables, such
your wallet and your cell phone (furoshiki
is a large square wrapping cloth used to
wrap items for carrying).

the evening sky. So what will look beautiful
against the evening sky? How about the light of
the moon?” She shows a bright yellow obi sash.
“Kimono are enjoyable because you can wear a
world view that you created. There are no strict
rules so feel free to enjoy yourself,” she says with
a smile.

Yukiko Hattori
KAZUKO HATTORI KIMONO
SCHOOL is one of the ﬁrst
kimono dressing schools in
Japan and Yukiko Hattori is
the school’s deputy director.
With her motto of elegant
and effortless dressing, she
has directed many kimono
coordinations and dressings
on TV and magazines.
She also appeared on a
yukata-related TV program
on NHK. She continues to
relay the attractions of the
kimono to the world.

Kanzashi is one of the hair ornaments.
Because the hair is often
en worn up
when wearing the yukata,
ata, a kanzashi
is crucial. Enjoy playing
g with the
different shapes and colors.
olors.

Kanzashi

hairpin

One of the leading players in a kimono
setup is the obi, or sash. There are a
variety of different materials, colors
and patterns. You can also enjoy the
different types of knots.

Obi
sash

The sanbuhimo cord is tightened
as decoration on top of the obi and
accented by a sash holder (obidome).
You can arrange it with decorative
buttons, etc.

Obidome

sash holder

Wear geta with bare feet. Coordinate
the colors so that one of the colors
of the thong on the geta matches the
main color of either the yukata or obi.
Choose geta that are easy to wear.

Geta
sandal

Cooperation: ERIHIDE KYOTO CHIDORIYA
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IMMERSE YOURSELF

S U T R A

C O P Y I N G

F A M I L Y

C R E S T

At KENNIN-JI Temple, one of the oldest Zen temple
in Kyoto, you can experience the sutras. After
receiving a thin washi (Japanese paper) on which
the sutra is written, trace the written words softly
with your brush. One aspect of Zen training is to get
rid of any idle thoughts and to concentrate only on
writing. After writing,
add your name and
what you wish for and
offer it to the temple. If
you wish, you can take it
home with you as well.

In Japan, there is a family crest which is placed,
among others, on kimono and belongings. At
HIIRAGI-YA SHINSHICHI, a long-established business
in Kyoto, you can experience making goods with a
family crest. Even if you do not have a family crest,
pick one that you like from among the list. There
also is a birthday crest
for each of the 366 days
of the year as well. You
can experience the traditional dying technique
by using a mold.

建仁寺

家紋工房

KENNIN-JI Temple

MAP
P

柊屋新七

50

KAMON KOBO HIIRAGI-YA

73

TEL 075-221-4759

TEL 075-561-6363

MAP

SHINSHICHI

ADDRESS 京都市東山区大和大路通四条下ル小松町584

ADDRESS 京都市中京区西洞院通三条下ル柳水町 75

584 Komatsu-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

75 Ryusui-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 10am-4:30pm (Gates close at 5pm),

OPEN 9am-5pm

Jan. 11 - Feb. 28 is until 4pm
(Gates close at 4:30pm)

CLOSED Sat. afternoon, Sun., public holidays

CLOSED Jun. 4 and 5, Dec. 28-31
SMOKING No

35 B-4

P

74

(closed Aug. 14-16, Dec. 29-Jan. 5)
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.black-silk.com/contents/english/

WEB http://www.kenninji.jp/english/index.html
OPEN Accepted any time during admission time
(admission until 1 hour before closing of the gates)
TIME REQUIRED 60 minutes

PRICE from ¥1,620

PRICE ¥1,000 (Admission fee ¥500 required separately)

CAPACITY from 1 person

CAPACITY from 1 person

RESERVATION Telephone, fax (075-212-9619) or website.
If contacting by email, then a reply email will be sent with details
to complete the reservation.
*If canceled the day before or on the day, cancellation charges
will apply.

RESERVATION Not required
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OPEN 10am-4pm
TIME REQUIRED from 30 min to 1 hour

in JAPANESE CULTURE

P I N C H I N G

C R A F T

JA PA N ES E CO N F ECT I O N E RY

Tsumami zaiku (pinching craft) is a method of
making hairpins, especially those swaying in
Maiko's hair. It is done by pinching the fabric to
make pieces which are combined to make lovely
flowers. At OHARIBAKO, they have been making
such hairpins in a traditional Kyoto townhouse, or
kyomachiya, that is more
than 100-year-old. They
also create brooches in
addition to hairpins.

KAMEYA YOSHINAGA, established in 1803, is a
historical Japanese confectionary shop and where
you can actually experience Kyoto confectionary
making. What is attractive about Kyoto confectionary is the methods used in expressing the four
seasons. You will be taught the techniques and
expressions that have
been passed down
through the ages. A 10%
discount coupon for the
store will be distributed
to all participants.

おはりばこ

亀屋良長

OHARIBAKO
TEL 075-495-0119

MAP

34 A-1

P

75

ADDRESS 京都市北区紫野門前町17

KAMEYA YOSHINAGA
ENGLISH BROCHURE

17 Murasakino Monzen-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-221-2005

OPEN 11am-6pm

ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通油小路西入柏屋町 17-19
17-19 Kashiwaya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

CLOSED Wed., 3rd Tue (also closed

MAP

year end, New year, summer holidays)

OPEN 9am-6pm

SMOKING No

CLOSED Open every day (except Jan. 1 & 2)

WEB http://www.oharibako.com/index.html

SMOKING No

35 B-4

P

76

WEB http://kameya-yoshinaga.com
OPEN During store hours, once a day

OPEN Daily from 2pm *Check the website calendar

TIME REQUIRED 90 minutes

TIME REQUIRED 70 minutes

PRICE ¥3,240
CAPACITY 2 to 5 people (inquire for 6 people or more; those age

PRICE Adult: ¥2,700 (with matcha),
student (sr. high school student or younger) ¥2,160 (with hojicha)

13 or under cannot participate)

CAPACITY from 2 to 36

RESERVATION Telephone or website.

Reservations must be made at least one day before the desired
date. Relay the desired date and in case of emails, the reservation
is complete when you receive a conﬁ rmation reply. If making a
reservation the day before, we recommend phone reservations.

RESERVATION Telephone, Fax (075-223-1125) or website.
CLOSED Sun., Jul. 11-17, Aug. 10-16, Dec. 6 - Jan. 7.

*The store equipped to handle Chinese, English, French and
Spanish. Please inquire at the time of reservation.
*Same day cancellation is not allowed
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KYOTO
BRING HOME A PIECE OF KYOTO
Kyoto is where you can strongly feel the shifting of the
four seasons. Get through the hot summer, which is
said to be especially hot and humid in Kyoto, with items
that look as refreshing and cool as they actually are.

All prices include tax (as of May 2016)

A

A
日吉屋
HIYOSHIYA

Established during the latter part of the Edo
period, HIYOSHIYA is the only Kyo Wagasa
(paper umbrella) manufacturer in Kyoto.
They are famous for utilizing traditional
skills and coming up with innovative items.
Wagasa which blocks the rays of the sun is
an essential for those who wear kimonos in
the summer. At HIYOSHIYA these wagasa are
created so that they suit western clothes as
well. Collaborating with SOU・SOU, a Kyoto
textile brand, they were able to perfectly
blend the Japanese appearance and Western
design. ¥17,280 (with own pouch, for both
sun and rain, water repellent)

B
MAP

34 B-2

P

阿以波
AIBA

77
ENGLISH SPOKEN
TEL 075-441-6644
ADDRESS 京都市上京区寺之内通堀川東入ル百々町546
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MAP
P

36 C-2
78

TEL 075-221-1460
ADDRESS 京都市中京区柳馬場通六角下ル井筒屋町422
422 Izutsuya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

546 Dodo-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 9am-6pm

OPEN 10am-5pm

CLOSED Sun. and public holidays

CLOSED Sat. and Sun.

(open all days from April to July)

PRICE from ￥5,832

PRICE from ￥4,000

SMOKING No

SMOKING No

WEB http://www.wagasa.com/en/

WEB http://www.kyo-aiba.jp/

B

A famous Kyo Uchiwa (Japanese fan) store
with more than 320 years of history. The
roots of Kyo Uchiwa lie with the Gosho Uchiwa (Imperial Palace fan) – a fan with delicate
cutout paperwork. The “Aoigatakatasukashi”
fan (¥3,888) is in the Aoi style, and cutout
on one side, and can be used as a fan or
enjoyed as a decoration. There are other
very Japanese-like patterns such as Mt. Fuji
and cherry trees. Fan holders and other
decorative tools are also sold.

C

D

Established in 1823, its history comes
across when you see the traditional store
sign of the old established MIYAWAKI
BAISENAN. Lined up in the store are
beautiful art quality fans and the store
looks like a museum. The Kyo meisho
fans (¥1,620) with their pop colors have
pictures such as maikos, five-story
pagodas and the rock garden of RYOANJI Temple. It is reasonably priced and
very “Kyoto” -- just perfect for a gift.

Furin are wind chimes made of iron and
pottery, hung from eaves, delighting
listeners with their cool sounds during
summer. Furin encased in bamboo
baskets (¥3,780) are sold at TAKENOKO, a
store dealing in bamboo goods. Their soft
atmosphere is created by weaving geometric patterns with natural bamboo. You
can look forward every year to fi nding out
what this year’s new product is and what
the special theme of the year is.

C

D

宮脇賣扇庵
MIYAWAKI BAISENAN

MAP
P

36 C-2

TAKENOKO

MAP

34 B-3

P
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80

ENGLISH SPOKEN

ENGLISH SPOKEN

TEL 075-221-0181

TEL 075-432-3620

ADDRESS 京都市中京区六角通富小路東入ル大黒町80-3

80-3 Daikoku-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市上京区油小路通下長者町亀屋町155
155 Kameya-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 9am-6pm
(until 7pm from end April to end September)

CLOSED Sun. and public holidays

OPEN 9am-5pm

CLOSED New Year holidays

PRICE from ￥270

PRICE from ￥1,500 SMOKING No

SMOKING No

WEB http://www.baisenan.co.jp/

WEB http://takenoko.co/
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TAX-FREE
SHOPPING!

8%OFF

Free magazine with information
about tax-free shops in Kyoto City.
Includes information in English & Chinese!
You can get a free copy at tourist information
centers, hotels, and tax-free shops.
Take advantage of the numerous tax-free shops throughout the city. The procedure
is also very easy; just make sure to show your passport upon purchasing the goods.
You will receive a “Record of Purchase” form that you must sign and keep with
you. When leaving the country, submit the form once you get through customs.
*There will be no refund at the airport. *Tax is not included in the price paid at the shop.

Kyoto Original Sticker

The one who makes the purchase must show his/her original passport book in person.

CONSUMABLE ITEMS

COMMODITIES

Tax exemptions are available on: food and drinks, tobacco,
medicines and cosmetics.
Items must be purchased from the same store on the same
day, and the total spending amount has to at least ** ¥5,000
but be no greater than ¥500,000. (Tax not included)
* Purchased

items will be wrapped in each store, and you cannot
unwrap them during your stay in Japan.

*non-consumable items

Tax exemptions are available on: electric appliances,
clothing, accessories, shoes, etc. Items must be purchased
from the same store on the same day for a total amount of
** ¥5,000 or more. (Tax not included)
** On

May 1, 2016, the spending requirement was changed to an
amount greater than or equal to ¥5,000.

** On

May 1, 2016, the minimum spending requirement was changed
to an amount greater than or equal to ¥5,000.

FOODS,
CONFECTIONERIES

COSMETICS

FILM
BATTERIES,
FILM

TOBACCO

WATCHES,
JEWELRY

CLOTHING

ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

BEER
SAKE

MEDICINES

BEVERAGES,
ALCHOHOL

HANDICRAFTS

SHOES, BAGS

*You cannot add articles from different categories (consumables and non-consumables) to reach the minimum spending amount.
*Purchased items must be taken out of Japan.

For more detailed information on Tax-free shopping and participating stores, please consult
64

Kyoto Official Travel Guide “Tax-free info”

www.kyoto.travel

1

BICYCLES ARE
CLASSIFIED AS
VEHICLES

Bicycles are not in the same category
as pedestrians. Obey the same rules
as cars.

4

THE SECRET
TO BEING A
BETTER CYCLIST

2

ALWAYS RIDE
ON THE LEFT
HAND SIDE

Because bicycles are in the same
category as cars, as a rule, you must
ride on the left-hand side. Ride along
on the same side as the cars.

International student shows

KYOTO BICYCLE

8

BASIC
CONCEPTS

3

CARS RUN ON
THE STREET

As a rule bicycles must ride on the road
with the cars. If bicycles are allowed
on the sidewalk, or there is a bicycle
path on the sidewalk, you must ride at
a speed at which you can stop quickly.

5

IT'S ESSENTIAL
TO COMMUNICATE
INTENTIONS

Thank
you

After
you
After
you

Maria Platt
Always conﬁ rm the curve mirrors and
road signs. The center illustration
says “Stop”, the right one says “For
bicycles and pedestrians.”

6

AT NIGHT
YOU WANT TO
BE VISIBLE

When it gets dark, turn your lights on.
Use reﬂ ectors correctly so you do not
get into an accident.

Because the road is for everyone to use,
yielding to others is important. Look
around, and use body language and hand
gestures to communicate with others.

Ritsumeikan University.
As part of the PR team
of the “International
Student Kyoto Network”.

7

KYOTO-STYLE:
WALKING WITH
YOUR BICYCLE

On the sidewalk, the pedestrian
always has the right of way. For areas
where there are many pedestrians,
get off the bicycle and push your bike
until it becomes less crowded.

8

FOR THE
SAFETY OF ALL

Observing and following the rules
is the number one requirement.
And what is most important is to be
concerned for one another.

USE THE "FOREIGN FRIENDLY TAXI"!
In Kyoto City, “Foreign Friendly TAXI” for foreigners visiting
Japan are available. The vehicles are larger sized cars with
space enough for 2 large suitcases or other luggage and a sign
saying “Foreign Friendly TAXI” is on the car. The drivers
are all certified and have all received training on foreign
language and service so no worries if you do not speak a
word of Japanese. To let you know the drivers are certified,
they all wear arm bands. The taxis are capable of accepting
credit cards and transportation IC cards (smart cards) so
payment is simple and easy to do, with no extra charge.
You can pick up one of these taxis at the Karasuma Exit and
Hachijo Exit at Kyoto Station. People with wheelchairs and
baby strollers can also use these taxis. Try these taxis for a
smooth Kyoto sightseeing experience.

TAXI STOP Kyoto Station Karasuma Exit

Reter to

33

P
of the MAP

HOURS 9am-5pm
TAXI STOP Kyoto Station Hachijo Exit
HOURS 24 hours

Keep an eye out
for this sticker!
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POINT-AND-TALK CHART

TRAVEL / TRANSPORT
Where does this bus (train) go?

このバス（電車）はどこへ行きますか？

Where are tickets sold?

切符売り場はどこですか？

Where am I now?

今いる場所はどこですか？

How do I get to _ ?

̲ まで行くにはどうすれば良いですか？

Kono bus (densya) wa dokoe ikimasuka?

Kippu uriba wa doko desuka?

Ima iru basyo wa doko desuka?

̲

made iku niwa dousureba iidesuka?

SHOPPING
May I try this on?

試着してもいいですか？

How much is this?

いくらですか？

Can I use a credit card?

クレジットカードは使えますか？

Please give me a receipt.

領収書をください。

Shichaku shitemo iidesuka?

Ikura desuka?

Credit card wa tsukae masuka?

Ryoshusho o kudasai.

RESTAURANT
May I please see a menu?

メニューを見せてください。

What do you recommend?

おすすめの料理は何ですか？

Does this food have _ in it?

̲ は（食材の中に）入っていますか？

Please bring the check.

お会計をお願いします。

Menu o misete kudasai.

Osusume no ryori wa nandesuka?

̲

wa haitte imasuka?

Okaikei o onegai shimasu.

Beef

Pork

Lamb

Chicken

Fish

Wheat

Egg

牛肉

豚肉

羊肉

鶏肉

魚

小麦

卵

Gyūniku

Butaniku

Lamuniku

Toriniku

Sakana

Komugi

Tamago

Milk
牛乳

Gyūnyū

Get fluent in KYO-KOTOBA (Kyoto dialect)!

O-kini おおきに
Okibariyasu おきばりやす
Gottsuohan ごっつおはん
Kannin かんにん
Sainara さいなら

“Thank you”/arigato. Use it to express your gratitude.
“Don’t give up”/gambatte kudasai. Words of encouragement are meaningful.
“Thank you for the meal”/gochisosama. It is respectful to be thankful for food.
“I’m sorry”/gomennasai. It is nice to apologize quickly and sincerely.
“Goodbye”/sayonara. Use it to express good wishes when parting.

We hope you enjoy your trip to Kyoto!
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